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PART II. CIRCULATION (ACQUISITION AND LOSS) OF POSSESSION
AND OF PROPERTY

I. Acquisition of possession.

A. Types of possession.

58. As the law of possession plays a role in acquisition (and loss) of property, the notion of
possession is first developed a little more.

As said, the - originally factual - notion of possession (factual means possession seen as
factual power over a thing), developed into a more complex notion by accepting the idea that
you can possess for another and that you can possess through others. In the classical Roman
law and Germanic tradition (revived by R. von JHERING) (including the Anglo-Saxon
tradition), the concept of possession starts from the factual (corpus or factum possidendi)
element (a person who possesses for another is also called possessor). In the modern roman
tradition (e.g. SAVIGNY), rather the element of animus possidendi (for whom one
possesses) is stressed. But all this is rather a question of terminology than of basic
differences as to the legal consequences and protection of possession. The modern termino-
logy rather leans again towards the romanistic, but the more far-reaching effects of
possession in the germanistic tradition have been adopted, esp. in French and Belgian law.
The French (and Belgian) civil code does not follow Savigny’s terminology systematically1,
but it has been interpreted in this way later on (under the influence of Savigny).

59. Combination of both notions gives rise to basically three possible situations:

1°  A person who factually possesses for himself (direct possession, unmittelbarer Besitz) :
he has factual control AND intention to control. This is a form of possessio civilis
(Eigenbesitz, selbständiger Besitz)

As will be seen in studying the rules on acquisition of possession, direct possession also
includes the possession through instruments securing control, such as the keys to the place
where the goods are stored, etc. (also called symbolic possession)

2° A person who holds the thing for another (“detentio”2, Fremdbesitz, in Austria “Inhaber”,
in English normally called “custody” in a large sense); this is only possessio naturalis, no
possessio civilis.

Some classical applications in continental law are loan (bruikleen, Leihe, commodatum),

                                                  
1 It does in e.g. Art. 2228 CC.
2 Portuguese CC art. 1253 : “simples detençao”.
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lease (huur, locatio, Miete), deposit (depositum, bewaargeving, Verwahrung), etc.3, and in
Anglo-American law the different forms of “bailment”.

NB. German law makes a further distinction: if the person who holds the thing does it
merely in the exercise of a subordinate function (subordination, under the authority of
someone else, such as an employee), and not on the basis of a legal relationship which gives
him the right to detain the thing, he is only a “Besitzdiener” (possession servant) and the
possession of the “Besitzherr” (possession master) is a direct one - see BGB § 855 and 973.
The detentor has in principle a right to possess, the Besitzdiener not. Most other systems do
not know this more subtle distinction explicitly.

3°  The same situation seen from another party’s perspective : a person possessing through
someone else who holds the thing for him  : indirect or mediate possession (mittelbarer
Besitz)4. This may also be called “constructive possession”. In normal English terminology,
this is not a possession s.s.

A very specific case of such possession is possession of rights by incorporation in a
negotiable instrument.

Note 1. Interversio tituli.

60. Whether one holds a thing for oneself or for another is basically determined by the will
of the holder (See e.g. ABGB § 309). However, in many jurisdictions, if someone is bound,
by contract or by another legal relationship, to hold a thing for somebody else, not his
subjective will counts, but his “due will”, unless one publicly refuses to recognise any longer
the right of the person for whom it was hold : nemo sibi ipse causam possessionis mutare
potest 5; the “title” under which one possesses can only be changed by a so-called interversio
tituli (“interversion de titre”), which can only take place publicly. Most jurisdictions
recognize an interversio tituli in 2 cases : in case of public opposition against the person for
whom one has started to possess, and in case of acquisition form a third party (other than the
person for whom one has started to possess)6. There is always a presumption that one
possesses in the name of the person for whom one started to possess7, until it is proven that
the conditions of such an interversio are met.

However, when we try to give more detailed rules, different jurisdictions will have different
criteria for an interversio tituli. This has important consequences for third parties acquiring
the goods from an unfaithful detentor without coming into direct possession. See infra.

Further, systems as Dutch law do apply the notion of “due will” not only to cases where a

                                                  
3 See art. 2236 II CC.
4 See BGB § 868, Art. 2228 CC, Port. CC art. 1252, 1°, etc.
5 See ABGB § 319 and 1462; Art. 2240 C.C.; Art. 1141 Italian CC.
6 CC art. 2238; art. 1265 Portuguese CC.
7 Comp. Art. 2231 CC, Art. 1257 Portuguese CC; Spanish CC Art. 436.
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person owes recognition of ownership to another party, but also where he only owes a
recognition of a limited real right to another party (e.g. pledge without dispossession), being
himself the owner.

Note 2. Obligational relationship and possession.

60 b. If the legal relationship between the (indirect) possessor and the detentor (in Germany
called “Besitzmittlungsverhältnis”) is an obligational relationship (e.g. contractual), the right
of possession (and of property) of the possessor loses its independence in systems like
German law, and becomes as it where accessory to his obligatory right (creditors’ right) (for
some consequences, see infra transfer of possession). In such a relationship, the owner has
no revindication under German law, which differs on this point from most other continental
systems. This construction, which implies that the property right is (temporarily) accessory
to the obligatory right, is very questionable in the light of the general notion of property.
Dutch law has developed the opposite conception, i.e. that the obligatory right is accessory
to the property right. This seems to be the position of most Latin systems.
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B. Acquisition and loss of possession.

61. Acquisition of possession generally requires both elements : corpus and animus. Although it
is possible to analyse acquisition of possession along the categories of acquisition of ownership
(original, derivative universal, derivative particular), there are a number of differences, too.

Generally speaking, possession is acquired and lost in similar ways as property (except that
possession must cede before property as the “better title”). There are certainly a lot of
differences, too. As in the case of acquisition of property, acquisition of possession is
necessarily derivative unless the conditions for an original acquisition are met. But these
conditions differ.

1. Original acquisition of possession.

61b. An original acquisition of possession is possible only in case of direct possession. The
object of such an acquisition is also interpreted restrictively (only as far as factual control
goes)8.

Some older codes giver more specific rules or indications concerning the requirements for
acquisition of direct possession, in general9, or more specifically for land10. In jurisdictions with
a modern system of land registration, acquisition of possession is often no longer possible
without registration11.

2. Universal acquisition

61c. Where there is no original acquisition of possession, a universal derivative acquisition is
possible on the same grounds as universal acquisition of property12. A general successor (in the
sense to be described infra) acquires the possession its predecessor had13.

3. Transfer of possession, i.e. “delivery”.

62. Transfer of possession differs from transfer of ownership in several ways. Transfer of
possession is e.g. not “causal”, whereas transfer of property is in most legal systems (see
infra). As to the way transfer is effected, we discuss moveable things, immovables and
                                                  

8 See e.g. ABGB § 315 – this is not the case where one party transfers possession to another.
9 Eg Art. 438 Spanish CC (by material occupation of the thing, or by acts and formalities determined by law
to acquire such a right),  Art. 1263a Portuguese CC (by repetition of publicly made material acts to exercise
the right).
10 According to ABGB § 312, possession of land can be acquired by “Betretung, Verrainung, Einzäunung,
Bezeichnung oder Bearbeitung”. Art. 1605 CC implies that possession of immovables can be acquired by
acquiring possession of the keys.
11 Explicitly in ABGB § 321.
12 See e.g. BGB § 857 : succession also applies to possession; Protuguese CC art. 1255, Spanish CC art. 440.
13 Comp. A contrario art. 2237 CC (heirs of a detentor only acquire detentio). Sometimes, the heir acquires a
better right (see eg Spanish CC art. 442).
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creditors’ rights separately. Apart from the rules described below, one also has to take into
account the classical principles like specification etc. (see supra).

a. Transfer of possession (delivery) of tangible movables.

63. Not all methods of transferring possession have the same effect, precisely because in
most jurisdictions, in case of conflicts between property rights, direct possession gives a
stronger position than to indirect possession. More precisely : a possession which is either
direct or indirect but not via (i.e. dependent on) the alienator, grants a stronger position than
indirect possession, which is still dependent on the alienator himself. In relation to such third
parties, a transfer may thus lead to “stronger” and “weaker” forms of possession.

The difference between “strong” and “weak” possession is mainly relevant in the following
cases :
- bona fide acquisition from a non-owner or person without authority;
- acquisition of a possessory security right (pledge sensu stricto) and some other cases where
a right has to be invoked against the creditors of the alienator.

1° Transfer of possession leading to “direct possession” of tangibles.

64. Direct possession of things is clearly a strong form of possession.
- It is acquired by direct material transfer (delivery s.s. or “actual delivery”, i.e. "from hand
to hand"14).
- It can also be acquired by traditio symbolica (“Übergabe durch Zeichen”15, esp. by
handing over the keys: traditio clavium16 – or other instruments granting power of
control17),
- or by traditio longa manu s.s. (“show from the tower”, more generally by giving the
acquirer information on how to fetch the goods himself),
depending on the nature and situation of the thing. See e.g. BGB § 929 I.
In English, the notion of “constructive delivery” is used for these other forms of delivery, but
this notion is sometimes used in an even wider sense, including also the constitutum
possessorium (see infra) (mostly, the c.p. is not seen as a form of delivery).

Such a transfer can be effected by the alienator or by a third party, but is finished only when
the thing is in the power of the acquirer (or his agent18). When the goods are transported, it
depends on the question who exercises control over the carrier (for whom he is detaining the
goods); there may be a presumption that possession is only acquired at arrival19.

                                                  
14 ABGB § 426, Swiss ZGB 922 I, Portuguese CC art. 1263 b (general ) and 669 (as to pledge).
15 ABGB § 427
16 E.g. Art. 1602 II CC.
17 Art. 922 I Swiss ZGB; art. 669, 2° Portuguese CC
18 Explicitly mentioned in art. 923 Swiss ZGB.
19 Comp. ABGB § 429; however, when the buyer has consented to the mode of transportation, there is a
presumption that the carrier is detaining the goods for the buyer.
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Where the acquirer detained the goods already for another party, mere agreement of that
other party that he now holds them for himself is sufficient (traditio brevi manu)20.

Direct material transfer does not lead to possession yet, when the acquirer does not (yet)
detain the things as owner. This is not only the case where there is no acquisition at all (a
tenant, borrower, bailee etc.) but also where acquisition takes place under reservation of title.
In the last case, the acquirer only acquires possession in the legal sense (Eigenbesitz) when
the condition precedent (namely payment) is fulfilled.

Insofar as rights are incorporated by their debtor in a negotiable instrument, possession of
the right is transferred by transferring possession of the document. When rights are
incorporated in a book entry (in the books of a clearing institution, i.e. another part than the
debtor or the issuer of the right (“dematerialised” rights), this cannot apply, but possession of
the right can be transferred by notice to the clearing institution (see infra 4°).

2° Transfer of “possession” leading to indirect “possession” still dependent on the alienator
himself:

65. Indirect possession can be transferred by mere agreement, whereby the alienator now
holds the thing for the acquirer21 - such agreement is called constitutum possessorium. It is
considered a form of constructive delivery in the large sense, not in a stricter sense. Equally,
in English terminology, the acquirer is not considered to be in “possession”.

65a. An explicit agreement is not necessary where it is implied by law in a legal relationship
(on the basis of which the transferor is obliged to start holding the goods for another party),
but legal systems may differ as to the situations in which such an implied agreement is
accepted22. In the ius commune, it was also disputed whether such a constitutum
possessorium was possible outside a nominate contract of relationship under which the
transferor continues to detain the goods in another quality (as bailee or custodian, borrower,
carrier, etc.) (it is the question whether the Besitzmittlungsverhältnis can only be a nominate
contract or also an innominate one)23. English law tends to accept a constructive delivery in
case of a nominate relationship such as bailment. Austrian law does not require a nominate
contract, but only that an intention is found24. Art. 717 I and 924 I Swiss ZGB require a
specified relationship.

                                                  
20 See e.g. BGB § 929 II, ABGB § 428 2nd sentence, Art. 1606 III in fine CC,  and NBW 3:115 b.
21 See e.g. BGB § 930, ABGB § 428 1st sentence, Art. 1606 III CC, NBW 3:115, Portuguese CC 1263 c and
1264.
22 For examples in German law, see BGH 73. BGHZ, (253) 258; BGH, NJW 1989, (2542) 2543 f. Such an
implied agreement is much more widely accepted in French-Belgian-Portuguese-Italian law – see my
analysis infra.
23 Comp. A. WACKE, “Eigentumserwerb durch Konsens oder übergabe”, ZEUP 2000, (254) 260. An
innominate Besitzmittlungsverhältnis is also called an abstract Besitzmittlungsverhältnis.
24 ABGB § 428 (“erweislich”)
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65b. A constitutum possessorium presupposes that the transferor is in (direct or indirect)
possession of the goods himself, but jurisdictions differ as to the type of possession required
(Eigenbesitz or also Fremdbesitz = detentio). Or rather: they differ as to criteria for an
interversio tituli by a transferor who did not possess the goods for himself (Fremdbesitzer).

In Dutch law, a person who is bound to possess for another cannot transfer possession
constituto possessorio insofar as he is bound to possess for that other party25. A constitutum
possessorium in itself does not amount to an interversio tituli.

German law, on the contrary, tends to accept the constitutum possessorium in itself as an
interversio tituli. This means that the transferee effectively acquires possession, although
dependent on the transferor (who is not the owner). Although he himself will not be
protected if acquiring in good faith, a successive acquirer can: it is sufficient that he acquires
a possession which is no longer dependent on the intermediate acquirer. Thus, in the
Fräsmaschine-case (BGHZ 50, 45), a detentor A holding the machine for owner O sold it to
B and agreed on a constitutum possessorium; B thus acquired indirect possession (under
German law, Dutch law would not recognise this as an interversio tituli) – although not
ownership. B sells the machine to C and transfers possession by attornment (see infra 3°),
thus establishing a direct relationship between A and C. Where C is in good faith, he will be
protected under German law against the real owner O26.

65c. In Anglo-American law, where possession is used in an narrower sense, the constitutum
possessorium is usually not understood as a form of delivery, but still as another type of
conveyance (transfer of property, in casu without transfer of possession). This understanding
can be found in French-Belgian doctrine, too, but is incorrect in our tradition / concept of
possession. As to the effects, Anglo-American and continental law reach similar results,
whether or not they consider this a form of delivery: in continental systems, too, this form of
delivery s.l. is not in all respects equivalent to a “direct” delivery.

Indeed, the constitutum possessorium leads to a “weaker” form of possession, esp. in case of
conflict with third parties.

65d. A very specific form of granting indirect possession by constitutum possessorium is
found when the alienator issues a negotiable document or a dematerialised security,
incorporating the thing he possesses (comp. infra), being or goods (tangible things) or
documentary intangibles27. Some jurisdictions accept this possibility quite largely, in others

                                                  
25 This rule is explicitly found in the Dutch NBW 3:115 a.
26 An even stranger case is found in the RG cases in 135. RGZ, 75 and in 138. RGZ, 265 : Here, a warehouse
A, detaining the goods for O (owner), did agree with C to detain them for C, who bought them from B (but B
did not buy them from A). If C had bought the goods from A, he would not have been protected against O; as
his possession was not dependent on the alienator (being B), he was protected. The agreement A – C
apparently amounts to an interversio tituli.
27 Issuing a document incorporating a claim on the other hand is not a transfer of possession of an existing
thing or right, but simply the creation of a new right.
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the document will not incorporate the full ownership of the thing28.

65e. In many systems, this form of delivery is not possible for gratuitous transfers (gifts);
however, this is usually explained by the fact that the contract itself (the donation) is not
binding as long as there is no formal deed or factual delivery.

3° Metaphorical application of the rules on transfer of possession to creditors’ rights.

66. In the field of claims, the idea has been developed that possession can be transferred by
giving notice of the transfer to the third party “holding” the right, i.e. “assignment” in the
factual sense of the word. One could indeed say that the debtor “holds” the right for the
creditor. Most legal systems indeed have considered obligatory rights as an object of quasi-
possession. Possessor of a claim is the person known as its creditor by the debtor. Transfer of
such a possession is therefore normally effected by notice to (or acceptance by) the debtor -
at least in order to give the transferee a possession which is equivalent to direct possession.
This is basically the approach in Scots, Nordic (Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark),
Italian, French (with exceptions), Belgian (with exceptions), Dutch (except for silent
pledge), Portuguese and Greek law, and for a common law assignment under English and
Irish law.

NB. Where the claim has been incorporated in a negotiable instrument, its possession will
not be transferred by notice to the debtor, but only by transfer of possession of the
instrument (direct or indirect). Where the claim is a dematerialised security, it is possessed
via the clearing institution and “possession” is transferred by due notice to that institution.

German law has gone less far in applying the rules on material things to creditors’ rights,
notably in the field of acquisition of property. It does not accept that creditors’ rights are the
object of (quasi-)possession. It has therefore chosen a very different approach, which is not
only relevant for creditors’ rights, but also for material things detained by a third party.
According to German law, creditors’ rights can be assigned by mere agreement between
alienator and acquirer; as a consequence, the protection of acquirers in good faith, which is
based on possession, does not apply either.

German law is in part followed by Austrian and Spanish law (assignment does not require
communication).

66b. We will see infra that in jurisdictions where (the possession of) a claim is transferred by
notice, this will under certain conditions also create a protection for the bona fide acquirer.
In this sense, the “possession” of the assignee who is known to the debtor (as the new
creditor) is a “stronger” form of possession, even if it is a form of indirect possession. This
raises the question whether indirect possession of material things can also have such a
stronger form – question now discussed under 4°.  In German law, notice is not relevant for
the transfer of possession of claims, but in principle there is neither a protection for the bona
                                                  

28 It may incorporate an equitable interest in the thing, or a mere obligatory right
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fide acquirer of claims. Nevertheless, the German rules on assignment will have importance
for the transfer of possession of material things, too (also under 4°).

4° Transfer of indirect possession of material things.

67. The question arises under which conditions indirect possession via a third party (not
being the transferor) (such as a bailee or custodian, a carrier, a borrower, a lessor etc.) gives
the transferee the same position as a direct possession – at least in case of conflict with other
parties in relation to the alienator.

This will be the case when the possession of the acquirer is no longer deemed to be
dependent on the transferor. In many systems, this is done by notice to the detentor 29, but
this is not the only possible rule.

aa) Negotiable instruments representing the things.

68. Most legal systems have accepted that transfer of possession can take place by transfer of
a negotiable instrument incorporating title to the goods or some property interest in the
goods30. Such instruments can be issued by the party in possession of the goods. Such a
transfer by transfer of the instrument takes place according to the normal rules of transfer of
possession of movables. For some documents (documents to order), also an indorsement
(rugtekening, endossement) is required.

In English law, only a few documents are considered to incorporate the title, esp. bills of
lading, but not delivery orders or delivery warrants.

In German law again, the instrument primarily incorporates the Herausgabeanspruch, which
may be an obligatory right, to which property is accessory31. One could thus distinguish
between countries viewing the transfer of the document as a delivery of the goods and those
seeing it only as the transfer of a claim to the goods (assignment).

Where possession takes place through possession of a document, it evidently remains
dependent on possession of the goods by the party who has issued the document. When the
issuer loses possession of the goods, the possessor of the document also loses possession of
the goods.

bb) Detentor has not issued an instruments representing the things – possibility of
“delegation of possession”.

69. In most other cases (where no title document is issued) the third part detaining the thing
                                                  

29 In Dutch scholarship often incorrectly called “traditio longa manu”.
30 Explicitly in art. 925 I Swiss ZGB.
31 The only document, which is seen as incorporating primarily a property right, is the Hypothekenbrief
(mortgage deed) – see BGB § 1116 ff.
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will accept to hold it for an acquirer (instead of the transferor) when requested to do so. In
contemporary dealings with securities, some specific forms of such requests have been
developed (“girale” transfer of securities, i.e. by instruction given to the custodian). A
characteristic feature here is that the indirect possession32 of the investor no longer relates to
individualised securities, but to an undivided (proportional) share of the pool (totality) of
securities of the same kind33. In most cases, the system has even two-tiers (the individual
investor has a share in the pool of securities held by the intermediary either directly or as a
share in the pool of these securities in a central depository). A further step consists in
“dematerialisation” of the bearer security by replacing the document (the indirect possession
of which is transferred through a book entry in the books of the intermediary or custodian)
from the very beginning (issue of the security) by a mere book entry in the books of the
clearing institution34.

69a. Apart from these special cases, the question arises whether mere notice to the third
party is sufficient. In the tradition of the ius commune, indirect possession was only
equivalent to direct possession when the thing was detained by such a third party who
accepts that he will hold the thing for the acquirer and no longer for the alienator.

This is in principle still the case:
- in German law, which qualifies this form of tradition as a real tradition under § 929 BGB
or at least under § 934 II BGB, and
- in English law (see Sales of Goods Act S. 29 (4)).

70. In Swiss35, Austrian and Dutch law, the above mentioned rule (that indirect possession
was only equivalent to direct possession when the thing was detained by a third party who
accepts that he will hold the thing for the acquirer and no longer for the alienator) is no
longer valid. In the Netherlands, it was rejected by the Hoge Raad in 192936. The Hoge Raad
decided that the detentor was bound to detain the goods for the transferee as soon as the
agreement between transferor and transferee (to transfer possession) has been notified to
him. Notice (Anweisung) is required, consent of the detentor not. This has been codified in
art. 3:115 c NBW; notice to the detentor is sufficient to give the acquirer in principle the
same position as a direct possessor. The figure seems to be copied from the figure of
assignment of obligatory rights against a third party (infra b); but contrary to German law, it
is possession itself which is the main object of the “assignment”.

                                                  
32 This indirect possession leads to co-ownership in jurisdictions where the ownership is vested in the
investors, to a common equitable interest of the investors where this is recognised (the legal title is vested in
the custodian or clearing institution). Where the investor has merely an obligatory right to the deposited
securities, there is no indirect possession.
33 Also, a more detailed analysis can show that the transfer of such securities is not immediate but mediate
(the acquirer derives its possession from the depository or intermediary rather than from the alienator).
34 As with assignment of non-incorporated nor dematerialised claims (nominative shares e.g.), transfer is
effected by notice, however not to the debtor (issuer), but to a third party.
35 See Art. 924 II ZGB.
36 HR 1-11-1929, NJ p. 1745, Proehl & Gutmann.
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70a. In German law, notice to the detentor does not give the acquirer the same position as a
direct possessor (consent of the detentor is required in order to create this position). On the
other hand, the acquirer has nearly the same position on a different legal basis (a “surrogate”
for tradition): it is again the Herausgabeanspruch, which is the primary object of transfer,
because of the above mentioned rule that the right of possession (and of property) of the
indirect possessor loses its independence in German law, and becomes as it where accessory
to his obligatory right (creditors’ right), when there is an obligatory relationship between the
indirect possessor and the detentor.

It follows from this rule, that (indirect) possession (and consequently property) can be
transferred by assigning this obligatory right to the acquirer: the Abtretung des
Herausgabeanspruchs (BGB § 870 and 931). This is qualified as a form of “Übergabe-
surrogat”. Due to the absence of a requirement of notice for the assignment of an obligatory
claim (including the Herausgabeanspruch) (see supra), the acquirer acquires this position
even more simply as under Dutch law (etc.), namely without such notice. Where the goods
are in the hands of a third party (detentor), the transferee thus acquires (indirect) possession
which is independent from the transferor as soon as the transferor entitles him to claim the
goods directly from the detentor – without an agreement with the detentor and without even
giving notice to the detentor. Certainly, other legal systems also recognise transfer of
(indirect) possession by mere agreement between transferor and transferee (without notice to
the detentor), but such a transfer is then assimilated to a mere constitutum possessorium; the
possession of the acquirer is considered to be dependent on the possession of the transferor
and has more limited effects under property law. In German law, the Abtretung des
Herausgabeanspruchs by mere agreement between transferor and transferee is sufficient and
in principle not assimilated to the constitutum  possessorium (as soon as the said entitlement
is given to the transferee).

It is, however, doubtful whether the position of such an acquirer is in all respects equal to the
position of an acquirer by notice to the detentor under Dutch, Swiss and Austrian law or with
the consent of the detentor under German law, and whether it is really fully independent
from the possession of the transferor. Even in German law, if one looks closer, notice to the
detentor is in fact necessary in order to reach the same effects as a direct transfer of
possession (and not merely those of a constitutum  possessorium). The only case where a full
transfer - with all effects - takes place without communication to the party detaining the
goods is - as well under German law as under e.g. Dutch or French-Belgian law - the case
where that party has issued a negotiable instrument representing the (title in the) goods.

Another consequence of the German reasoning is that the acquirer is bound by all
(obligatory) exceptions which the detentor could rely upon against the alienator (see BGB §
986 II) - a rule which is less evident in the system of transfer by communication to the
detentor. – although it will usually be present there, too (but as a separate rule37). An
exception is found in the case of “abstract” negotiable instruments representing the goods or
                                                  

37 Eg Art. 924 II ZGB, which explicitly states that the third party may refuse delivery to the acquirer for the
same reasons as vis-à-vis the alienator.
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a property interest in the goods.

71. The French and Belgian doctrine are remarkably silent on the question, although it is a
relevant one (in the context of art. 1141, 1606 and 2279 CC). Doctrine and case law on the
analogous question of constitution of a pledge (where a constitutum possessorium is
insufficient) still require consent of the third party38. Whether the German alternative (infra
b, n° 62), namely assignment (or pledge) of the obligatory right against the third party is
effective to transfer possession, is also unclear. Contemporary doctrine on transfer of
property seems to follow the position of Dutch law. Clearly accepted is - as in other legal
systems - that possession can be transferred by way of transfer of (possession of) negotiable
instruments issued by the detentor. The (anticipatory) consent of the detentor to a further
transfer is then implied, just like the consent (by anticipation) of the debtor to assignment of
the claims upon him is implied. It would then be logical to imply also the consent (by
anticipation) of the detentor as to transfer of possession (without prejudice as to the defences
arising out of the original possessory relationship).

b) Rules for immovables.

72. In case of registered land, there is maybe still be room for an original acquisition of
direct possession (see supra), but there is normally no room anymore for a transfer of
possession apart from the registration (esp. registration of the transfer of ownership or the
fact normally causing such a transfer).

In exceptional cases, immovable rights can also be incorporated in negotiable instruments. A
typical example is the incorporated mortgage in the form of the Hypothekenbrief39.

4. Loss of possession.

72a. Possession as a right is not necessarily lost by the loss of factual control, as long as this
loss is temporary40 and/or possession can be recovered by a possessory action (action for
recovery of possession, see infra Part III).

                                                  
38 Cass. 11-7-1907, Pas. 328; Cass. 10-7-1941, Pas. 295; DE PAGE, Traité, VI n° 1048.
39  German law; Art. 856 ff Swiss ZGB; Belgian case law.
40  Eg Art. 921 ZGB.
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II. Acquisition (and loss) of property

A. Basic distinctions.

73. The different ways of acquiring property are classified into:
- original v. derivative
- particular v. universal acquisition.

NB. As to immovables (land), the effect of these distinctions is set aside in some
jurisdictions by according an absolute or nearly absolute value to the land register (so-called
positive systems of land registration; comp. the Australian Torrens Act, copied in a number
of countries (see infra). Certain continental systems are certainly closer to such a system than
others (namely Germany, Austria, Switzerland and to a lesser extent the Netherlands), but
none has fully introduced it (see infra No. 140).

Similar systems have been set up for certain intellectual property rights (the system of
trademark registration e.g.).
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B. Universal acquisition (acquisitio per universitatem, à titre universal, onder
algemene titel, Gesamtnachfolge)

74. Such acquisition is always derivative and concerns a whole patrimony or an undivided (=
abstract) share of it (i.e. a percentage) (exceptionally it can also pertain to all movables or all
immovables).

It takes place in a limited number of situations and will be found normally in the following
cases :

- succession as a heir (legal heir) or testamentary heir / legatee (if the bequest is general or
under a general title) or contractual heir (contractual institution of heir is under French
and Belgian law only in exceptional cases admitted). The acquisition will not be
universal in jurisdictions where the heirs do not immediately acquire title to the estate,
but merely a claim or an equitable interest.

- formation of a marital community of goods in jurisdictions recognising this form of co-
ownership;

- formation of a general partnership (without legal personality) in jurisdictions recognising
this form of co-ownership;

- merger and splitting up of companies; some cases of liquidation of companies or other
legal entities

- in Belgian law : transfer of a branch of activity by way of contribution to a company, or
sometimes even sale (new rules since 1996 Companies Act).

Acquisition under a general title implies acquisition of assets and debts, but such
transmission can take “ultra vires” (the heir is bound to pay the debts even if they exceed the
assets) or “intra vires” (the heir is only bound to pay the debts within the limits of the
assets).

75. The legal systems provide some protective measures in favour of the creditors of either
the old or the new owner and in favour of the acquirer. Under Belgian law, they are basically
the following:
- in systems with a succession “ultra vires”, a heir can nevertheless avoid liability “ultra
vires” by a so-called beneficiary acceptance (acceptance under the benefice of inventory);
- the creditors of the deceased can claim a separation of estates in case the heir could be
insolvent (art. 878 CC). Comp. analogous rules in marital property law (art. 1399, 1410 CC).
Apart from the beneficiary acceptance or other forms of limitation of transmission of debts,
the acquirer under general title is in principle not protected against liabilities he was unaware
of. He’s equally not protected against older property rights on the goods he inherits, etc. (see
infra the different solution for other types of acquisition).
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C. Original acquisition

75. Original acquisition is always “specific” = under particular title, i.e. always concerns
specific things (ut singuli). Moreover, when acquisition is specific, debts are not transmitted
(for exceptions, see infra under D).

Original acquisition is the normal mode of acquisition of things which did not yet exist
before (which is especially the case with creditors’ rights and intellectual property rights). It
is less frequent with existing things.

Most of the modes of original acquisition are effects of the unity and specialty and
determination principle, or of possession.

1. On the basis of possession.

76. In continental systems, these modes are basically the following:

a) Prescription and/or usucapio.

aa) Possessors in good faith.

77. Possessors in good faith will often be protected by the rules on bona fide acquisition,
which may also include a time requirement. These prescriptions are dealt with in connection
with transfer of property (infra), because such acquisition has not all the characteristics of
original acquisition. In the French and Belgian tradition however, they’re usually discussed
here and not in relation with transfer; the reason for this is that possession also creates a
presumption of ownership (and thus shifts the burden of proof to the other party).

But apart from this form of protection, they may also acquire when the conditions for
prescription are met.

aaa) There may be a possibility to acquire by acquisitive prescription on the basis of adverse
possession (usucapio, Ersitzung). “Adverse possession” (verjaringsbezit) is possession for
oneself (Eigenbesitz)41 (see supra for this notion), meeting certain additional requirements,
traditionally the following42 :
– Continuous (unless the interference is temporary43);
– Undisturbed;
– Public;
– Unambiguous;
– not based on mere tolerance;
– not based on violence.
                                                  

41 Art. 2229 in fine, 2232 and 2233 CC; ABGB § 1462, Port. CC Art. 1290
42 See also ABGB § 1462; CC art. 2229, art. 1941 Spanish CC, BGB § 937 ff., Port. CC Art. 1297 and 1300.
43 For more detailed rules, see eg Art. 728 II ZGB.
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–  As said earlier, in jurisdictions with a modern land register, it is moreover often not
possible to have such possession of land or other immovables under that register, without
being registered as owner44 (this rule does not apply to unregistered land, if any).

The period of adverse possession required for prescription is normally determined by statute:
- for moveable things : often 3 years (NBW art. 3:99, ABGB § 1466, sometimes 6 years –

see art. 1476 ABGB), 3 years and a valid titulus (art. 1299 Portuguese CC and 1955
Spanish CC – in the absence of such a titulus, comp. Infra bb) ), 5 years under art. 728
Swiss ZGB, 10 years according to BGB § 937 (where even later knowledge – mala fides
superveniens – prevents acquisition)

- for immovables : often 10 years (NBW art. 3:99; ZGB 661 if registered as owner), 10 or
20 years according to the French and Belgian CC art. 2265-2266 (but this acquisition
must be based on a valid titulus, and is thus rather a rule for bona fide acquisition based
on transfer), see infra), 10 or 20 years according to Art. 1294 ff. Portuguese CC (10 years
if registered45, 15 years if unregistered), 15 years under English law for unregistered land
(equally, possession must be based on “good root of title”), 30 years under the German
BGB (§ 900 – Buchersitzung, only if registered as owner) and the Austrian ABGB (§
1470 and 1477), etc.

- for registered movables there may be special rules, eg. Art. 1298 Portuguese CC
(possession of 2 years if registered, otherwise 10 year)

If these requirements are not met, acqusition by prescription is possible under the conditions
set out for possessors in bad faith (see under bb).

bbb) In other cases, acquisition is the result of being in possession (acquired in good faith) at
the time when the rei vindicatio by the owner becomes extinct due to extinctive prescription.
This is the rule found in art. 2279 II French and Belgian CC and 169 § 2 Polish CC for
moveable things (3 years after loss or theft of the thing).

bb) Possessors in bad faith.

aaa) 78. Here also, there may be a possibility to acquire on the basis of adverse possession
(usucapio, prescription acquisitive, verkrijging verjaring, Ersitzung), meeting the same
requirements as mentioned supra. Thus after 30 years of adverse possession (requirements,
see supra) in Belgian and French law (art. 2229 juncto 2262-2263 CC) and Swiss law (art.
662 ZGB, but only possible when the land is unregistered or is registered in the name of a
person death or absent since 30 years).
A more complicated system is found in Spanish and Portuguese law :
- for unregistered movables after 6 years in Spanish and Portuguese law (art. 1955 Spanish

                                                  
44 See e.g. BGB § 900. See also Swiss ZGB art. 661. however, under Swiss law, unregistered owners can
acquire according to the rules of possessors in bad faith.
45 More specifically, one may acquire ownership either after 10 years adverse possession based on a
registered titulus, or 5 years of adverse possession after registration of possession, which is possible after 5
years of adverse possession even if not based on a titulus.
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CC, art. 1299 Portuguese CC);
- for movables subject to registration : after 10 years of adverse possession or 4 years of
registered possession (Port CC art. 1298);
- for immovables : 15 years if registered46, 20 years if unregistered according to art. 1294-
1295 Portuguese CC.

bbb) In other systems, acquisition is the result of being in possession at the time when the rei
vindicatio by the owner becomes extinct due to extinctive prescription47. Thus e.g. after 20
years in Dutch law (Art. 3:105 juncto 3:306 NBW) and after 30 years in German law (BGB
§ 195) and Austrian law (§ 1479 ABGB).

b) Appropriation

78bis. Acquisition by unilateral appropriation may be accepted in the following cases :

aa) Ownerless goods.

Derelicted goods and other goods without “master”can be appropriated (occupatio,
Aneignung)48. Some systems also accept the appropriation of unappropriated land49 – even if
it is presumed to belong to the state50, in others such land automatically belongs to the public
authority.

bb) Ownerless animals

Animals without owner can be appropriated51.

cc) “Treasures”

A “treasure” discovered (schatvinding, Schatzentdeckung)52 traditionally belongs in co-
ownership to the person who discovered it and the owner of the place where it is found53. In
                                                  

46 More specifically, one may acquire ownership either after 15 years adverse possession based on a
registered titulus, or 10 years of adverse possession after registration of possession, which is possible after 5
years of adverse possession even if not based on a titulus.
47  Whereas eg Art. 1313 Portuguese CC explicitly states that the rei vindicatio does not prescribe.
48 See Art. 5:4 NBW; ABGB § 381-82; BGB § 958, ZGB 718 (goods without master in general), Italian CC
art. 923, Portuguese CC art. 1318.
49 See, under strict conditions, Art. 658 Swiss ZGB, namely when it follows from the land register that the
land is without owner (art. 658 I) of thta it is unregistered land (658 II), with special rules for new formed
land (art. 659).
50 Eg Art. 1345 Portuguese CC.
51 ABGB § 383-384; BGB § 959-964; art. 564 CC, Swiss ZGB 719, Portuguese CC 1319-1322, Italian CC
924-926.
52  For a definition, see eg Art. 723 I Swiss ZGB.
53  50 % to the finder under Art. 716 CC,  BGB § 984, Italian CC 932, Spanish CC Art. 351 and Art. 1324 I
Portuguese CC (under the latter, the finder loses its right if a) he hides the treasure for the owner or b) the
treasure is not manifestly more than 20 years old or hidden and he makes no declaration to the public
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some countries, treasures fully belong to the owner of the place, but the owner is obliged54

or may be obliged55 to pay a remuneration to the finder. There may be special rules for
antique objects and/or natural curiosities56.

dd) Other found goods.

As to other things (other than treasures)57 found in a public place, there are a number of
varying rules and questions.

1° Statutes may impose on the finder a duty of care and additionally a duty to declare the
thing to the public authority58 and  sometimes to deposit it;
2° When the owner is found within a certain period, there may be rules to remunerate the
finder59; the finder will become owner if the claimant does not pay;60

3° When the owner (or person entitled to possession) does not revindicate them within that
period, ownership may go the finder61, or to the public authority62.

Goods found in a private place (without being a treasure) do not lead to a good faith
possession and are acquired only by the long prescription period63. In principle, the finder
has a duty to hand them over to the owner of the place64.

ee) Capture

Some jurisdictions still recognise in their legislation the right to capture ships (or other
                                                                                                                                                                 

authority); 1/3 to the finder, the landowner and the State under ABGB § 398; 100 % to the finder under
Dutch NBW 5:5 and 6, under certain conditions, etc.
54 According to Swiss ZGB 723 II and III, the treasure fully belongs to the owner of the place, but the finder
is entitled to a remuneration up to maximum 50 %.
55 Under common law, it is full property of the landowner, who may, however, be obliged to pay an
equitable sum to the finder (see e.g. the Irish Supreme Court case Webb v. Ireland [1988] IR 372.
56  Eg Swiss ZGB 724, Italian CC 932. Comp. Art. 351 III Spanish CC for objects interesting for art or
science.
57 For wrecked ships, see Art. 725 ZGB.
58  Eg BGB § 973 ff., Art. 927 Italian CC (publication will follow), Art. 1323 I Portuguese CC.
59  Eg for costs and a procentual remuneration under Art. 1323 III Portuguese CC (with a right of retention in
1323 IV), for costs and a procentual remuneration under art. 930 Italian CC, for costs and remuneration under
Art. 722 II ZGB. Comp. BGB § 973-974.
60 Comp. BGB § 973-974.
61 Eg after 1 year under Art. 1323 II Portuguese CC, Art. 929 I Italian CC.; after 6 months under BGB § 973-
974; however, the former owner retains an enrichment claim during 3 years. Many jurisdictions are less
favourable to the finder. In Austria, the finder acquires a right of usage 1 year after publication; acquisition of
property only takes place according to the rules of prescription by a possessor in good faith (see ABGB § 388
ff). In Switzerland, the finder acquires if the owner could not be found after 5 years, see Art. 720 I and 722 I
ZGB.
62 Belgian Act of 21 Feb 1983.
63 E.g. in Belgium Trib. Brussels 24 May 1989, JT 568 (securities found in a bank agency).
64 Eg Swiss ZGB  Art. 720 II and 722 II, in case of an inhabited house or a public building. The owner of the
place acquires the thing ig its owner is not found within 5 years.
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property) of the enemy65.

c) Fruits of possessed things.

78 ter. Where property (including animals66) is producing “fruits”, they will normally belong
to the owner, or to the usufructuary if ownership is charged by such a right67. “Fruits” covers
eg also interest on capital.

However, when the property is in possession of another person than the owner c.q.
usufructuary, and this person is in good faith, he is entitled to pick the fruits according to
normal usage. If fruits are becoming a separate thing at a time the possessor is still in good
faith (does not know that his property pretention is defective), they are from the outset
property of the possessor who acquired possession for himself68. Fruits not separated before
possession has ended (or became possession in bad faith) do normally not belong to the
possessor; under certain conditions, he may however have an enrichment claim for costs he
made69.

Where a third party “picks” the fruits with the consent of the party entitled to the fruits, he
becomes owner directly (BGB § 956, Art. 821 Italian CC).

The situation may also involve enrichment claims (see further).

d) Claim closely related to the possessed thing (gives rise to a right of retention).

78 quater. Unless possession was acquired by a wilful delict, it also gives rise to a “right of
retention” securing performance of any claim of the party in possession closely related to the
thing (debitum cum re iunctum), esp. a claim for costs made for its preservation, and this
even if there is no agreement to vest such a security interest. Normally, the right only exists
if possession is acquired with the consent of the debtor70.

2. Accession and similar modes based on the principle of unity.

79. When something becomes a part (component) of another thing (is incorporated in
another thing), by virtue of the principle of unity it loses its existence as a separate object of
property and is automatically subjected to the property over the whole thing. Legal systems
usually have varying rules for a number of typical situations.
                                                  

65 E.g. ABGB § 402, Belgian Act of 26 Oct 1919.
66  See art. 547 III CC and § 406 ABGB.
67 See e.g. BGB § 956, art. 547 and 582 CC, Art. 643 Swiss ZGB, 354 Spanish CC, 821 Italian CC. There
are some specific rules for fruits hanging over the neighbouring property (see e.g. BGB § 911: to the owner
of the underlying land).
68 See BGB § 956, CC art. 549 (requiring an otherwise valid titulus adquirendi), ABGB § 330 (peaceful
possession).
69  See explicitly Art. 1270 Portuguese CC.
70 Art. 895 Swiss ZGB.
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The roman tradition distinguishes 1° accessio (accession; fixtures and attachments, Zuwachs
and Verbindung) when a thing is incorporated in another thing, which does not lose its
identity, 2° Specificatio (Verarbeitung) when a new thing is made and the things used for its
fabrication lose their identity or 3° Commixtio when different fluids or other materials are
mixed and thereby lose their identity are fluids. However, the practical rules do distinguish
arthaer according to the following situations.

1° Immovable natural accession

79a. Most codes have a number of provisions on several “natural” forms of accession to
land, where the land “grows” due to phenomena which are usually “natural”71.

2° Immovable accession or fabrication by men72

79b. For immovables, the basic principle is that owner of the land is automatically owner of
buildings, works and plantations73, unless another party has :
- a right of superficies (which can be acquired by legal act (constitution), but also by
possession plus prescription)74, or.
- a “ius tollendi” (right to take away). This is eg granted to the owner of materials which
have been used without the consent of their owner by the owner of the land, and on the
condition that their separation does not cause a disproportionate harm75.
- a right of reverse accession : where the construction is clearly more worth than the land, the
party in good faith may opt for a reverse accession (i.e. the owner of the construction
materials becomes owner of the land) against an equitable compensation76.
The party who constructed or planted on another’s ground in bad faith, may be obliged by
the landowner to take away that construction or plantation77.
Where the party who has lost ownership of incorporated things or did construct or plant on
another’s ground has no ius tollendi, and is neither obliged to take the materials
(construction or plantation) away, it may have in some circumstances an claim based upon

                                                  
71 See e.g. Art. 556-563 CC; 405 and 408-413 ABGB, Art. 1328-1333 Portuguese CC, Art. 366-374 Spanish
CC, Art. 941-947 Italian CC, etc.
72 “Accession by industry” in Portuguese terminology
73 Art. 553 ff CC; BGB § 946 (essential part); Art. 350 and 358 Spanish CC, Art. 840 and 934 Italian CC,
Art. 1339 and 1344 Portuguese CC. See also ABGB § 417 (buildings) and 421 (trees), Swiss ZGB 667 and
671 I (except constructions which remain movable, see esp. Art. 677).
74 Art. 553 CC.
75 Along these lines Art. 671 II Swiss ZGB, 935 Italian CC (with a 6 months time limit), Art. 360, 2 Spanish
CC. No similar provision in the Portuguese CC.
76 Along these lines : Art. 673 Swiss ZGB and art. 1340 Portuguese CC.
77 Along these lines Art. 1341 Portuguese CC, Art. 935 Italian CC (with a 6 months time limit), Spanish CC
Art. 362-363.
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un justified enrichment78.

Specific rules can be found on trees hanging over the neighbouring land, or constructions
crossing the border of one’s land, or the case where a party builds on another party’s land
with materials of a third party79.

3° Movable accession or specification80

79c. For movables, too, there may be in some circumstances a ius tollendi, eg where a part
where has been used without the knowledge of its owner81, or in Swiss and Italian law in all
cases where the different parts can easily be separated82.

Otherwise, most legal systems start with the rule that where there is a “principal” part, its
owner becomes owner of the whole.
- As to movable accessio, In some systems, there is always a “principal” part83, in others
there is proportional co-property if none of the parts is by nature the principal part84.
- As to specificatio (Verarbeitung) or Commixtio , this is the case where on part is clearly
more valuable than the other different fluids or other materials85. In the French and Belgian
CC, its owner becomes owner of the whole, except where all the material stems from one
party, and it is more valuable than the work and it has been used without the knowledge of
its owner; in such case the latter may opt for compensation instead of ownership86. Other
Codes distinguish between workers in good faith and workers in bad faith87.
Where there is not clearly a principal part (such as in case of commixtio), several Codes
distinguish the case where the material stems from one party only (that party becomes owner
of the new thing, unless the fabrication was done without its knowledge, in which case it has
the choice to opt for compensation)88 and the case where material from more than one party
was used (this creates a proportional co-property).

When there is no proportional ownership, the acquisition is often subject to enrichment

                                                  
78  Along these lines Art. 935 Italian CC and 1341 Portuguese CC. Under Art. 362-363 Spanish CC, such a
party in bad faith it not entitled to compensation. See for more specific rules Art. 554 and 555 CC, Art. 672 ff
ZGB, Art. 1339 ff Portuguese CC, etc.
79  Eg Art. 937 Italian CC.
80 “Accession by industry” in Portuguese terminology
81 Art. 568 and 573 CC (only in case where the other part is much more valuable). According to ABGB §
415 he has a choice.
82 Art. 938 I Italian CC. See also Art. 378 Spanish CC.
83 Criteria to determine which part is the principal are found in Art. 567 and 569 CC in the following order :
nature, value, volume.
84 See BGB § 947, ZGB Art. 727, ABGB § 414-416 and Art. 938 I and II Italian CC.
85 Eg Art. 940 Italian CC.
86 Art. 575 CC.
87 Eg Swiss ZGB Art. 726 II, Art. 1336 ff Portuguese CC, Art. 383 Spanish CC.
88 Art. 576 CC.
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obligations89, 90.

Except in case where separation takes place, the unity principle is mandatory in that it
excludes separate ownership of components, but it can be determined by contract which
party will be the owner91.

4° Accessory rights

79d. Accession is also applied by analogy to choses in action (creditors’ rights): “accessory
rights” are automatically transmitted with the principal thing of which they are an accessory
(accessorium sequitur principale). Accessory rights under Belgian law are e.g.:
1° “Qualitative rights” (they belong to somebody in his quality of owner of a certain
thing)92. E.g. the warranties of the buyer are normally qualitative, thus transmitted to the
new owner when the thing is sold again; the owner can thus act directly against the producer.
2° Statutory usufruct of the parents (accessory to parenthood);
3° Accessory right of superficies (accessory to a tenancy agreement, to a marriage, etc.)
4°Security rights, at least the dependent ones (pledge, mortgage, reservation of title, claims
against sureties, direct actions, etc.)93; not the so-called independent guarantees.
5° All real servitudes (easements).

Some jurisdictions provide for a more general rule, according to which rights can become
accessory by destination of their owner (see eg Art. 644-645 Swiss ZGB).

3. Acquisition based on the principle of determination and specialty : confusio.

79e. By virtue of the principle of determination or certainty of subject-matter, property rights
cannot relate to an unspecified item in a mass of generic things. Confusion (confusio,
vermenging, Vermischung) of generic goods therefore ends ownership of the separate items
of such a mass. The fact that there can be no separate ownership of (incorporated) parts or
unspecified goods does not exclude the possibility of co-ownership94. E.g. generic goods
given in custody by different owners and confused in a warehouse. Both owners, who were
formally owner of certain goods, can have a share in the ownership of the totality of mixed
goods. Specific statutory applications can be found in case of security depositories (CSD’s).
If, however, the mass is factually in possession of a single party, and there is no agreement
or other specific ground for such a co-ownership or other title relating to (a share in) the
                                                  

89 For accession : Art. 566 CC; Art. 938 II Italian CC (differently calculated depending on consent or not) .
According to ABGB § 415 he has the choice (unless he committed a fault).
90 For specification : Art. 570-571 CC, ZGB Art. 726 I, Art. 375-377 Spanish CC. See also BGB § 950 and
Art. 5:16 NBW.
91 As far as the contract deviates from the law, the acquisition of property in virtue of the contract is
derivative (derived from the party who would otherwise be the owner ex lege).
92 See i.a. ABGB § 442.
93 Draft art. 12:201 PECL provides that an assignment transfers also all accessory rights securing such
performance.
94 See BGB § 948 and ABGB § 414-416.
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whole mass95, there will be exclusive ownership by the party in factual possession, and a
party which lost its property by confusion will merely have an obligatory claim96.

Confusion does not take place in those cases where a property interest survives through
tracing or real subrogation (see infra). Apart from separate patrimonies, this will also be the
case with “factual universalities” which are sufficiently separated

4. Servitudes created by law.

5. Expropriation, forfeiture and other institutions of public law.

(...)

6. Return of goods as a consequence of avoidance, termination, etc. of the underlying
transaction.

80. This does only apply to “causal” systems of transfer, not to so-called abstract systems
like the German one. See infra.

                                                  
95 In continental systems, this only relates to co-ownership or co-titularity of other property rights (pledge,
usufruct); in common law systems, the interest could be an equitable interest.
96 It is an enrichment claim, unless there is a contractual or delictual claim.
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D. Derivative particular acquisition (onder bijzondere titel, à titre particulier,
Einzelnachfolge, acquisitio per singulares res)

1. General characteristics.

81. Acquisition under particular title, if it can not be based on possession (and time) alone or
on accession or one of the other modes mentioned, can only be derivative. It is then the
result of some form of alienation by the former owner.

As a consequence, derivative acquisition is in principle subjected to the nemo-plus principle
(nemo plus iura transferre potest quam ipse habet). Such acquisition is normally excluded or
restricted in case of absence c.q. limitation of the power to dispose of the alienator.
However, acquirers in good faith will be protected under certain conditions (often in
connection with publicity requirements).

As the acquisition is particular, debts are not transmitted to the acquirer, except in the case of
the so-called “qualitative obligations” (see supra).

2. Types of such acquisition

a) “Transfer” (Übertragung, ± traditio) and “constitution” of limited property rights.

82. In causal systems, transfer takes place on the basis of - the performance of - an obligation
(this performance can be called delivery, see infra). In “abstract” systems, transfer is not
based on an obligation, but on delivery only and therefore qualified as “transmission by legal
act”.

In the French-Belgian-Italian-Portuguese tradition, transfer is usually not discussed as a
unitary category. Although the presentation is often very different from e.g. Dutch, Spanish,
Austrian or Swiss law, the real differences are not so big and not where you expect them.
Basic characteristics of the French-Belgian-Italian-Portuguese system are:
- relativity of transfer: solutions are different between the parties and vis-à-vis third parties
(and even between different categories of third parties)
- at least between the parties, the transfer itself (i.e. the performance of the obligation to
give) can in most cases take place by mere agreement and is even presumed to take place
immediately (i.e. as soon as the transferor engages himself to transfer the property), unless
otherwise stipulated or expressed.
Because the creation of the obligation and its performance often take place at the same
moment, many authors do not even distinguish them, which is, in my opinion, incorrect.

Constitution of limited property rights on things is normally governed by the same rules as
transfer of property of the same things. Specific additional rules are mainly found in the field
of security rights.
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b) Subrogation.

83. In case of subrogation, a party who loses a property interest in a thing (called the
subrogated party) acquires a property interest in the thing replacing the first one, thus
preserving the patrimonial value he had in the first one.

A classical distinction is made between “personal subrogation” and “real subrogation”.

1. Personal subrogation.

83a. Here, a party acquires a claim by paying its creditor. Subrogation is basically accepted
where the solvens pays a debt in which he has no share (or pays more than its share)
(personal subrogation s.s.).
In a larger sense, it also takes places in a number of other cases where a creditors’ right is
transmitted on the basis of payment by a person who is not the debtor (or not the final
debtor). E.g. Art. 58 Belgian Insurance contracts Act 1992: when an insurance company
pays compensation on the basis of a first party insurance (fire, theft etc.), is subrogated in the
rights the first party acquired due to the fact giving rise to the payment by the insurer.

Difference between subrogation and assignment (transfer): there is no publicity mechanism
in case of subrogation, and thus normally no protection of the acquirer in good faith either

2. “Real” subrogation.

83b. Here, a good (thing, creditor’s right, etc.) is (normally in fact) replaced by another good
in such a way that the person who was entitled to the first good now obtains a similar title to
the replaced good. The extent to which this form of acquisition is accepted, varies from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Usually, it is not generally accepted, but only on the basis of
some more specific rules. Apart from a number of specific cases, it can be found in the
following ones.

aa) General subrogation in the case of separate patrimonies.

83c. Where the law recognises a whole of assets as forming a separate patrimony
(characterised by assets and debts), there is a generalised “real subrogation”. The contents of
such patrimonies is “floating”. Typical examples (apart from legal persons) are the
matrimonial community, partnerships, the estate of a deceased person, etc. In the case of
fideicommissum or Nacherbschaft97, the goods subject to it form a separate estate (separate
from the remaining part of the inheritance).

bb) Subrogation where a tangible is replaced by a claim (a creditors’ right).

                                                  
97 See e.g. BGB § 2111.
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83d. In a number of jurisdictions (e.g. Belgium), subrogation is generally accepted in such
cases. In a certain sense, this is also a form of “personal subrogation” (replacement of the
creditor), but not based on payment. A typical example is the subrogation in the price when
security rights are enforced by selling the goods, or the subrogation in the price of lost goods
which have meanwhile been sold by way of auction98.
Even where this is not a general rule, it will be applied at least in case the claim compensates
a diminution of the value of goods subject to a security interest.
- E.g. Art. 10 Belgian Statute on Privileges and Hypothecs: claims acquired as a
consequence of destruction of a mortgaged good are pledged in favour of mortgagee.
- E.g. when goods are sold under reservation of title and the buyer sells them further, the
former owner is entitled to the right on the price arising out of the second sale.
In other jurisdictions, subrogation only takes place where the original asset has been
alienated unlawfully, eg. § 48 German Insolvenzordnung (Insolvency Act), or the doctrine of
tracing reservation of title in the proceeds in the Romalpa case99 in English law.

cc) Subrogation where goods subject to a security interest are replaced.

83e. In a number of jurisdictions (e.g. Belgium), subrogation is rather generally where goods
subject to a security interest are replaced. See the 2 examples mentioned supra bb), but also
the continuity of a pledge of generic goods, such as stocks, when replaced by goods of the
same nature. A number of jurisdictions has specific forms of floating charges (e.g. in English
and Scots law floating charges on the assets of a company).

dd) Subrogation where the object of a property interest is replaced by a share in a co-
ownership.

83f. Ownership of a thing will be converted into a share of a mass of things in a number of
situations, such as co-ownership due to accession or confusion. Third parties with limited
property interests in the first thing, will acquire a similar interest in the resulting share. As
with declaratory acquisitions (see infra), the titulus or root of title under which the property
is held, is not modified

c) Statutory security rights.

84. Sometimes rights of mortgage or pledge or very similar rights (sometimes qualified with
another name, such as specific privileges, charges or liens100) are acquired by operation of
law.

In the continental tradition, the fact that certain assets have a legal “destination” is as such
insufficient to create a security right in favour of the creditor to whom they are due. In
                                                  

98 For the last case e.g. BGB § 975.
99 Aluminium Industrie Vaaassen BV v. Romalpa Aluminium Ltd., [1976] L.L.R. 443.
100 Because some jurisdictions reserve the words pledge and mortgage for contractually established security
rights.
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Anglo-American law, equity will normally lead to the opposite result (often by “constructive
trust”).

84a. The right resulting from a seizure or attachment of assets of one’s debtor is qualified
very differently in different jurisdictions101.

In Belgium, the Netherlands, Japan and a number of Central and Eastern European countries,
a seizure will not grant any priority to the creditor taking the initiative. It gives rise to some
form of collective liquidation102. Thus, one could speak of a kind of general pledge or charge
in favour of the general (unsecured) creditors in case of bankruptcy, seizure and similar
cases (differing from a normal charge or pledge because of its collective character: it doesn’t
profit to one single creditor, but to all of them). This right of the general creditors will be
discussed under III.

In many other jurisdictions, seizure or attachment grants a priority to the party effecting it
(Germany, Spain, Portugal, most Latin American countries). In Italy, this is true for
immovables, in France for immovables and most claims (except wages)

                                                  
101 See for details e.g. K. KERAMEUS, “Distribution proceedings and relationships among creditors in a
comparative perspective”, in Private Law in the international Arena, Liber amicorum Kurt Siehr, Asser
Press2000, 311 ff.
102 Swiss law equally considers a seizure as a collective measure, but grants the other creditors only a short
time in order to have equal ranking (1 month).
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E. Loss of property.

85. Loss of property is normally the mirror of acquisition by another party. In most cases, it
follows from the acquisition by the other party.

In other cases, such acquisition rather :
- follows from the loss by the first one (e.g. loss of property rights because the period of time
has lapsed; abolition of a servitude103, etc.), or
- is only possible because the first party has lost its property by renunciation (derelictio and
other forms of renunciation). There may be specific rules as to the possibility to waiver one's
title to immovable property (e.g. BGB § 928 allows a renunciation, with the effect that the
land becomes property of the state). Renunciation is in most cases qualified as a unilateral
legal act, which has no translative character (but merely "abdicative"). Even where a third
party profits from a renunciation by the first party, it is not considered to derive its right or
title from the latter.

                                                  
103 By raditation, eg Art. 734 Swiss ZGB; or when it becomes useless (art. 710 bis Belgian CC, 736 Swiss
ZGB, 1569 II Portuguese CC, etc.).
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F. Accrual of property interests, esp. shares in joint ownership.

85b. A very specific form of acquisition of property due to the renunciation of other parties,
is found in the case of “joint ownership”.

In the continental tradition of property law, there are a number of situations where a so-
called “declarative” acquisition takes place. The typical example is the partition of joint
property. Partition is not a “titulus” or cause for transfer: the person to whom goods are
attributed in a partition is not “acquiring” ownership, but continuing an already existing
ownership. The difference is that before partition, his right of ownership was limited by the
fact that other persons had the same right on the attributed goods, whereas after partition he
is the only owner.

In (classical) roman law, a partition was seen as a form of barter or exchange : the co-owners
were exchanging their parts in the different co-owned goods. In the ius commune, however,
this conception is rejected at least for the cases of joint ownership (where the co-ownership
does not relate to a single thing, but to a mass of things, e.g. an inheritance). A different
conception is used, although not always explicitly : where goods are attributed to a person
who was already a co-owner, there is no transfer, but an “accrual” of rights he already had,
as a consequence of the waiver of their rights to the same goods by the other co-owners. In
the case of a partition, such a waiver is “bilateral” in the sense that each party waivers rights
to all goods except the ones attributed to it. The accrual is not a transfer, but the automatic
effect of the falling away of rights of co-owners.

This form of acquisition is esp. found in those forms of co-ownership which can be called
“joint ownership” (Gesamthand, propriété collective), where the co-owners do not own a
share in each of the things separately, but an abstract share in the whole patrimony.
Examples include – in those systems where they exist – the marital community between
spouses and unincorporated partnerships and associations. Investment funds and central
security depositories may also be qualified as forms of joint ownership.

An analogous institution under Belgian and French law is the conversion of usufruct (in
Belgian law, this applies only to the usufruct of the surviving spouse) : the usufruct on a set
of things is converted into full ownership of part of them.

85c. As in case of transfer of ownership, one can distinguish 1° the underlying obligatory
contract (or other obligation) and 2° the "real" act of (gratuitous or mutual) renunciation
which gives rise to the accrual of one's share to the share of the other joint owners. It must,
however be said that an underlying obligation is not always a necessary condition for the
accrual (in “abstract” systems of property, this is evident, but most causal systems also
recognise some forms of abstract renunciation)
The underlying obligation can arise out of a contract for consideration (partition), a
gratuitous contract or unilateral act (mere renunciation), or an obligation ex lege (such as in
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those cases where one co-owner can oblige the others to buy him out, or inversely co-owners
can squeeze out one among them).
Accrual may also take place on the basis of “survivorship”, i.e a rule or clause according to
which upon the death of one of the joint owners, his share automatically accrues to the share
of the others (this is a frequent rule in systems of joint property between spouses and is
sometimes stipulated in partnerships) (NB. Where there is no survivorship, there may either
be a rule of continuation with the heirs of the deceased or a rule of liquidation of the joint
ownership).

85d. The declaratory character of a partition as a mutual renunciation and accrual between
joint owners basically refers to the fact that after such partition, the (full) owner of the assets
continues the title as it was acquired by the joint owners. It must be distinguished from the
so-called retro-active character of partition, which basically means a validation of acts
relating to assets subject to joint ownership by one or more of the owners without sufficient
authority, validation which takes place when these assets are afterwards attributed to that (or
those) (co-)owner(s). This retrospective effect is only found where the co-ownership is a
joint ownership (where the co-owners do not own a share in each of the things separately,
but an abstract share in the whole patrimony) and not in case of a simple tenancy in common
(co-ownership of single things).
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III. Transfer of ownership (and constitution of limited property rights).

86. General remark: the rules on transfer are normally valid also for the constitution of
limited property rights, unless otherwise indicated. Additional rules will be found esp. for
security rights.

A. Transferability and similar requirements.

87. Apart from the conditions of conveyance (see infra), authority to dispose (see infra) and -
in causal systems - iusta causa or titulus adquirendi, some other requirements simply follow
from the general principles of property law discussed supra. Their application simply means
that no transfer takes place as long as they are not met.

1. The numerus clausus

87a. No property right can be acquired or constituted, if it is not a type of property right
recognised by law (numerus clausus  principle). As mentioned in Part I, many jurisdictions
do not recognise ownership for security reasons if it is not “full” ownership in all respects.

2. Consequences of the principles of unity, speciality and determination.

88. No transfer can be effective as long as the goods are not specified (individualised), i.e.
not mixed up with other goods of the same kind, nor merged with other goods into a single
thing. Equally, transfer must be judged separately for each separate thing, even if the
agreement concerns a plurality of things (apart from very specific rules, such as the creation
of floating charges). Comp. supra on the meaning of these principles104. They do not
exclude the transfer of a proportionate share in a specified mass of generic goods of the same
kind.

3. Alienability / transferability.

89. See supra n° 18 ff.

4. Existence of the goods.

89a. See supra. As long as the goods do not exist, no property rights in them can be vested or
transferred, but only personal rights to acquire them.

5. Existence of the acquirer      89b. See supra.

                                                  
104 For claims, comp. Draft art. 12.102(2) PECL : “Future claims arising under an existing or future contract
may be assigned if at the time when they come into existence, or at such other time as the parties agree, they can
be identified as claims to which the assignment relates.”
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B. The requirement of a valid titulus (iusta causa adquirendi or titulus adquirendi) v. the
abstraction principle.

1. Causal v. abstract systems.

a) Principle

91. Jurisdictions can basically be qualified as causal or abstract systems in relation to
transfer of property.

In a causal system of transfer of property, the validity of transfer is dependent upon (the
validity of) an underlying relationship. Transfer requires a legal relationship which justifies
transfer of property - normally a valid obligation to give: titulus or iusta causa adquirendi
(confusing because it’s not “title” in the English sense, where sometimes the expression
"(good) root of title" is used).
Most continental systems are causal, e.g. our French-Belgian-Italian-Portuguese system, but
also Austrian law (ABGB § 380, 424-425), Spanish law, Swiss law (confirmed by SBG
1929), Dutch law (confirmed by HR 5-5-1950), Polish law (art. 156 CC)

In “abstract” systems of transfer (e.g. Germany, see a contrario BGB § 873 and 929; Greece,
Czech Republic; South Africa105, etc., and in a certain sense also Anglo-American and Scots
law), no titulus is necessary. The invalidity of the underlying titulus - i.e. the fact that the
transfer is not "justified" by an underlying obligation - does not automatically annul the
transfer itself. In case the transfer is abstract from an invalidity of the underlying transaction,
the transfer is at first valid. In case of absence of titulus, restitution (for "unjust enrichment")
must be claimed; but a restitutionary action is not a “real” action, but only an "obligatory”
action, which will e.g. not be valid in case of bankruptcy of the acquirer. In the meantime,
the acquirer was the owner and had thus the authority to dispose of the thing. Causality
especially protects the alienator against a) the creditors of the buyer in case of its insolvency
and b) successors in bad faith of the buyer.

In causal systems, the party acquiring without valid titulus never becomes owner, even if the
invalidity manifests itself only after conveyance; if meanwhile he has sold the thing to a
third party, that party has thus "acquired" a non domino. In an abstract system, the third
party will normally have acquired a domino (from the owner).

Similar rules can be found in English law, which has a more or less abstract system106.

NB. The so-called Abstraktionsprinzip (abstraction principle) is not limited to a distinction
between the underlying obligation and the transfer of property itself. This distinction
(Trennungsprinzip, i.e. principle of separation) is found in most legal systems; the
Abstraktionsprinzip goes much further by making the one in principle independent from the
                                                  

105 Commissioner of Customs & Excise v. Randles Brothers & Hudson Ltd. 1941 AD (369) at 398.
106 see Bowmakers Ltd. v. barnet Instruments Ltd. [1945] KB 65.
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(validity of) the other.

b) Nuances and exceptions.

91a. However, in abstract systems, too (with the exception of English and Irish law), certain
invalidities of the titulus lead to an invalid transfer, not on the ground that a valid titulus is
required, but on the ground that the act of transfer itself is invalid. This is mainly the case for
fraud. In case of fraud, it is usually accepted that the fraud also affects the act of conveyance
in itself (and not merely because it would be based upon an underlying contract affected by
fraud); the same is true - eg in German law - for conventions "contra bonos mores". Further,
some restrictions which in causal systems are seen as defects of the underlying titulus are
seen as defects of the act of disposition itself. All this reduces the practical differences
considerably. See infra.

91b. Although our French-Belgian system is “causal”, this is not so in all respects. We’ll see
infra that it is half abstract in the field of movables (causal between the parties, but more or
less abstract in relationship to third parties).

91c. Even in causal systems, renunciation to property rights is not generally considered as a
caused act. If it is based on an obligation, its validity may depend upon the validity of the
underlying obligation, but such an obligation is not a requirement.

91d. Finally, even in causal systems, there may be exceptionally some cases of abstract
transfer. In Belgian law, 2 examples were introduced in implementing EC-Directives :
- the contribution of assets as a consequence of the incorporation of a company : the nullity
of the contract of association does not imply the nullity of the company as a legal person, but
leads to its termination - meanwhile, the assets contributed do form part of the patrimony of
the company;
- the transfer of securities held in securities clearing systems (by book entry), which is an
abstract transfer (system which follows from the Directive 98/26/EC of 19 May 1998 on
settlement finality in payment and securities settlement systems).

2. Elaboration of the causal system.

a) Types of titulus.

92. The required obligation can arise out of :
- a contract (sale, donation, conversion or contribution to a company, security agreement,
trust agreement, etc.) or - where accepted - a unilateral promise; most jurisdictions do accept
that the right to performance (including an obligation to give or transfer property) can also
be stipulated in favour of a third party107;

                                                  
107 This also raises more complex questions in the field of the law of obligations, such as the question at
which moment the promise in favour of the third party becomes irrevocable.
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- a last will (testament108),
- the exercise of a statutory or contractual right of pre-emption, option or similar right, or a
right to buy out  ("squeeze-out") (examples : right of a majority shareholder to buy out
minority shareholders in companies (art. 334, 636 and 513 Belgian Company Code); right of
owners to squeeze-out another co-owner in some circumstances (art. 649 b and c Swiss
ZGB), etc. NB. Such obligation constitute a cause of transfer only where the buying or
squeezing out is not a declaratory transaction between joint owners, as described supra).
- the exercise of a right to be bought out. Examples form various jurisdictions include the
right of one co-owner to be bought out by the other co-owners, of a minority shareholder by
majority shareholders, of the owner of land charged with an servitude or easement or right of
superficies by the holder of that right109, etc.
- a tort (if specific performance is ordered - e.g. in case of inducement of breach of a
contractual right of preference),
- some other legal relationships giving rise to a statutory obligation to give, and
- unjust enrichment.
A “natural obligation” (non-binding) is equally sufficient in most jurisdictions.

It is not excluded, and even the rule in some jurisdictions, that the titulus (obligation) and its
performance take place at the same moment (see infra, conveyance).

A highly debated question is whether a security agreement can be a valid titulus for
(fiduciary) transfer of property (such as in Germany), or whether it can only give rise to a
right of pledge (or mortgage) (such as in the Netherlands). For Belgian law, see supra. In
English law, it will not give rise to full ownership, only to legal ownership, the other party
being protected in equity (having an equitable interest). Security agreements raise other
questions, too, such as the determination (or determinability) of the secured debts

92a. For certain tituli, there are requirements of form. Thus, most jurisdictions have form
requirements for gratuitous contracts and promises110, and for some consumer contracts;
some have form requirements for the sale of land. These requirements relate to the contract
itself (and not to the transfer as such).

92b. In some jurisdictions, apart form formal requirements for the underlying contract, there

                                                  
108 An obligation to give only arises out of a last will insofar as there is no automatic transmission of
property to the (legal or testamentary or contractual) heir. Under French-Belgian-Italian law, such automatic
transmission takes place in favour of legal heirs, as well as in case of a universal bequest or a bequest under
universal title (called testamentary heirs in other countries). As to specific bequests (“particular title”), it is
disputed whether there is an obligation to give or an automatic transmission of property. However, it is
possible to oblige the heir (onus) to transfer property of goods to another beneficiary – see e.g. Art. 651 I
Italian CC.
109 The last example is found eg in Art. 692 II ZGB.
110 Examples : art. 893 French and Belgian CC (donations require a notarial deed or actual traditio; some
forms of indirect donation are binding, too); art. 947 Portuguese CC requires a writing or traditio for
donations, and a notarial deed in case of donation of land. Other systems are more liberal : Swiss law accepts
a traditio by constitutum possessorium also in case of donations (R063 395, J.T. 1939, 5).
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are also restrictive rules as to proof of the "date" of an act (in order to avoid antedating) - the
requirement of "data certa". These restrictive rules will mostly apply to security agreements
and may apply to all non-commercial agreements.

b) Conditions as to the object of the obligation.

93. A thing must meet certain conditions in order to be the object of an obligation to transfer,
namely:
- it has to be determinable (at least as to its kind);
- normally, it may be “future” (not yet existing); in some cases, however, the titulus can only
concern present goods (e.g. donations under Belgian law);
- the property right transferred or created must be recognised by law (the numerus clausus);
otherwise the titulus can’t have any effects under property law. See also supra

c) Types of invalidity.

94. There are different types of invalidity or limitations which can - in causal systems -
prevent a valid transfer. The main categories are the following.

1° Restrictions of the titulus.

95. If the titulus only tends to constitute a limited property right, a more extended right is not
acquired on the basis of such a titulus. E.g. delivery of goods in performance of a sale under
reservation of title, does not make ownership pass (until the goods are paid).
This only applies if the (intended) limitation of the property right is valid or recognised
under the law.

Inversely, it is also possible that title is transferred with reservation of a limited property
interest (reservation of usufruct or easement eg). The most frequent case is the reservation of
a security right (pledge or mortgage eg); some jurisdictions imply a reservation of a security
right by law each time title passes before payment (eg for movables the right of retention
until delivery, the right of stoppage in transitu, and the seller’s lien after delivery; for
immovables, the unpaid seller’s lien, even after registration of teh transfer provided the lien
is also registered).

2° Nullities.

96. We distinguish the following categories.

aa) Absolute nullities (void)

96a. When a contract is void (absolute nullity), anybody can invoke the nullity at any
moment. In Latin systems, a contract is void when it is contrary to public order. E.g. certain
agreements in restraint of trade or in restraint of the free circulation of assets (see supra no.
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19), most agreements to change the legal order of succession (inheritance). Other continental
jurisdictions may have a larger notion of voidness, including cases which would be qualified
as merely relative nullities in Latin systems. Nullity could then also be the effect of lack of
(prescribed) formalities (thus, several jurisdictions require a formal deed (notarial) for sale of
land, e.g. BGB § 313; not so in French and Belgian law). In French and Belgian law, lack of
form is only a relative nullity if the requirements of form are meant to protect the parties (as
they usually do).

bb) Relative nullities

96b. Classical examples are contracts avoided for mistake, misrepresentation, fraud, threats,
abuse of circumstances, incapacity, or absence of authority of the agent who concluded it.
Contracts can be avoided in such grounds, but only by the protected party. In French-Belgian
law, there is usually a limitation period of 10 years. They concern mainly defects of consent
(error, fraud, threats, grossly unfair advantage) and similar grounds in particular legislation
(non-respect of duties to inform).

cc) Relative nullities for the protection of third parties,

96c. These are mainly found in the interest of the "family" (spouse and children), protected
against dispositions by one spouse threatening the stability of the family (protection of the
family home and other important assets). They entitle the other spouse to annul that act (art.
215, 224 Belgian CC, art. 215 al. 3 and 220-1 to 220-3 French CC). Under certain
conditions, however, the interest of the other party (if “in good faith”) prevails.
A nullity has been introduced in those jurisdictions because a mere limitation of the authority
to dispose would not have fully the same effect (the contracting spouse would otherwise
remain liable in damages); in other jurisdictions, the situation may be qualified as an absence
of the authority to dispose (which means that at least implicitly some type of property
interest is granted to the other spouse).

Another example relates to some grounds for avoidance of bequests by the heirs of the
testator.

dd) Inopposability to the creditors

96d. This is the effect of the actio Pauliana (action for inopposability because of fraud
against creditors) and some similar actions in insolvency law.

3° Different forms of resolutive conditions and termination.

97. They are mainly the following.

aa) Fulfilment of a condition subsequent (resolutive condition). In many systems, this
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immediately affects the property right111. Such conditions are e.g. inserted in a contract
(titulus) in order to reinforce some engagement of the acquirer not to alienate the goods.

Note. In causal systems, resolutive conditions can be used as a mechanism to give some
proprietary effect to obligations or charges imposed on the acquirer, e.g. an obligation not to
alienate the acquired goods during a specified period of time (this evidently presupposes the
validity of such obligations or conditions). One could also qualify the rule of survivorship in
joint property as a resolutive condition (upon the death of one co-owner, its share accrues to
the share of the others), but in most jurisdiction accrual is not a translative but a
“declarative” acquisition (see supra).

bb) Termination for non-performance of a synallagmatic contract, revocation of donations
(where permitted), etc. Insofar as termination has retroactive effect (which is normally the
case under French-Belgian-Italian law, not under e.g. Dutch law), it also has a “real” effect
(affects the transfer of property based on the terminated obligation).

aa)-bb) NB. They may be subject to publicity requirements (esp. for immovables).

cc) “Reduction” of gifts and bequests (i.e. all gratuitous contracts or other acts to give,
including indirect donations, contractual institution of heir, foundations, etc., as well gifts in
full ownership as granting only a limited interest) on the demand of legitimate heirs, in those
legal systems giving such protection to certain types of heirs (esp. children and/or spouse), as
e.g. in French and Belgian law (it may also be that reduction only creates a claim against the
acquirer and does not terminate the underlying contract). Some types of gifts may be
exonerated from reduction (some matrimonial and other family arrangements, “usual” gifts,
some life insurance contracts for the benefit of a third party, etc.)

4° Setting aside the contract through a unilateral “take-over” by a third party based on a
(statutory) right of preference

98. Take-over is an additional remedy introduced by statute to protect some rights of pre-
emption and similar rights. Not all statutory rights of pre-emption are protected in this way.
Conventional rights of preference or pre-emption are normally not protected in this way,
except those registered in the land register in jurisdictions where this is possible (eg Art.216a
ff. Swiss ZGB, Vormerkung).

Examples of such rights :
- heirs in case of sale of the share of other heirs112;
- co-owners in case of sale of a share in the property (art. 815-14 French CC, art. 682 I Swiss
ZGB)
- owners of land charged with limited  property rights such as superficies (eg art. 682 II
                                                  

111 In French and Belgian law in connection with the idea of retro-activity; in Dutch law Art. 3/84 IV j° 3:38
II NBW).
112 E.g. Art. 577 § 4 Belgian CC; French CC.
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Swiss ZGB and 1535 Portuguese CC) or some easements (right of way, art. 1555 Portuguese
CC)
- family members in case of the sale of a rural estate (farm), eg in art. 42-47 Swiss federal
Act of 4 October 1991 on the law of rural estates (formerly Swiss federal Act of June 12,
1951) and similar rights in the various regional laws in Spain (right of bolorio in the
Aragonese compilation, retracto gentilicio in the Fuero Nuevo of Navarra, saca foral in
Basque Civil Law and Torneria in the Catalan compilation)
-  farmers in case of sale of the farm by the landlord113;
- tenants in case of sale of the leased house (under certain conditions in French law)114

- neighbours in case of sale of neighbouring land115;
- the person against whom a disputed right is exercised, in case of sale of the right (lex
Anastasiana, art. 1699 Belgian and French CC)
- rights of take-over in favour of public authorities, based on planning and zoning law,
environmental protection law, rural law, economic expansion law, etc.

The right of take-over is an additional remedy apart from 1° the contractual liability of the
landlord and 2° a possible liability in tort of the buyer for violation of the right of preference.
The party taking over can stand in the shoes of the buyer and simply ask performance of the
sale in his own favour; the contract (titulus) is not terminated or avoided, but continued with
a different creditor (buyer); the original buyer is deemed never to have acquired any right.
On the basis of tort law, he could maybe require a conveyance by way of specific
performance, but this would imply a double transfer (and not a take-over of the first transfer
by another party).

Again, in other jurisdictions, similar results can be reached by a restriction of the authority to
dispose. This conception  is used esp. in cases of co-property116.

*   *
*

99. When the titulus is (retroactively) invalid, the transfer of property (or constitution of
limited property rights) is also (retroactively) invalid, and the property of goods which would
have been delivered already returns in principle automatically to the alienator. He can
revindicate them and is not limited to a restitutionary remedy (action for undue payment). If,
however, the acquirer became owner on another ground (such as accession, confusion of
generic goods, etc.), there is only a claim for restitution (of the goods or the enrichment), just
like in abstract systems.

d) Possible modalities of the obligation.

                                                  
113 Art. 51 Belgian Agricultural leases Act, Art. 390 French Code rural, etc. In Dutch law the right of pre-
emption is merely creating an obligation.
114 See art. 15 II  L. 89-462 of 6-7-1989 and art. 10 L. 75-1351 of 31-12-1975.
115 E.g. art. 1523 Spanish CC, art. 1380-1381 Portuguese CC.
116 See e.g. BGB § 2034-2035.
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100. The obligation to give can be an obligation which is immediately due or an obligation
with a time term (due at a certain time); it can be an unconditional obligation or subject to a
condition (precedent; for conditions subsequent, see supra). Certain conditions may be void
(under the applicable law of obligations), many conditions may be implied by law.

It is necessary to distinguish the modalities of the obligation from those of the conveyance.
Eg. Payment is a frequent condition for the passing of title (“reservation of title” until
payment), as a modality concerning the conveyance (not the underlying obligation) - see
further.

In systems presuming an immediate conveyance (see infra, eg French law, British SGA), the
fact that the conveyance is deemed to have taken place at the time the contract (of sale eg)
was concluded, does not deprive the modalities of the obligation of its effect. When goods
are sold with the provision that performance is due only at a certain date, or subject to a
suspensive condition, conveyance will also be presumed to have effect only at that date or
after fulfilment of that condition (comp. infra).

3. Invalidities in abstract systems.

101. In abstract systems (e.g. German law), too, invalidity of the act of transfer is the normal
effect in case of threats (violence) or fraud; further also when the underlying act is contra
bonos mores (sittenwidrig). However, it is the act of delivery itself - which is seen as a legal
act (agreement) (see below) - which will be invalidated on those grounds. A difference
remains mainly because the grounds for invalidity of the act of delivery are more restricted
than those for the invalidity of contracts (in the sense of obligational agreements).

On the other hand, some of the defects mentioned supra are seen specifically as defects of
the act of disposition itself. Thus, the rules on protection of the "family" (spouse and
children) against dispositions by one spouse threatening the stability of the family
(protection of the family home and other important assets), will have similar effects; a pre-
emption or priority right with “real” effect will invalidate a transfer violating it; etc.  The
acquiring party will be protected according to the normal rules on bona fide acquisition,
unless stricter rules apply117.

                                                  
117  As e.g. in BGB § 1369.
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C. “Conveyance”.

Introduction.

102. Comparative analysis shows that, despite the fact that most legal systems (apart from
some Nordic) provide that property passes (or is created, in case of limited property rights) at
one single moment, there are 3 elements which all three play a role in triggering some of the
effects of transfer of property : agreement, publicity (for movables : factual possession) and
payment. Only in case they all 3 coincide, transfer of property is really a unitary event. If
not, the transferred property right is - at least functionally - in some way split up and
transferred in several stages.

Although such is my conclusion, in order to reach it, it is necessary to summarise the various
rules and concepts by which this result is reached in the different legal systems, leading
mostly to different schemes with similar results, but sometimes also to different results. The
question which is probably the least homogeneously solved, concerns the position of the
(general or concurring) creditors of the transferor. This question will therefore be discussed
separately in the end of this Part.

1. Different views of the notion of conveyance.

102a. In the most general sense, transfer of property takes place through some act, for which
we do use here the word “conveyance” in a general sense (Du. levering, Fr. livraison). In the
continental tradition, this act is called “translative” when it transfers an existing right of
ownership or an existing limited property right and “constitutive” when it creates a new
limited property right (by splitting it off from ownership). Apart from these, an act is called
“abdicative” when it consists of a renunciation to property and “declarative” in case of
accrual of property rights (see supra). Abdicative and declarative acts are also forms of
conveyance, even if not all rules concerning transfer of property apply to abdicative and
declarative acts (see again supra). These different types of acts are the only types of acts of
disposal (Verfügungsgeschäfte), i.e. legal acts with property effects. The rules governing the
conveyances do not apply to other legal acts under property law, such as expropriation,
occupation, seizure, etc.

National traditions have rather different conceptions of the general notion of “conveyance”.

a) Conveyance as an agreement and/or as a factual act.

102b. The two “extreme” positions are the following:
- on the one hand, the conception of conveyance as purely a legal act - more specifically an
agreement between transferor and transferee (which does not necessarily mean that
conveyance doesn’t have to meet other requirements, too, such as formalities) (whereby this
act will be an abstract one in abstract systems and a causal one in causal systems);
- on the other hand, the conception of conveyance as a purely factual act (“Naturalakt” or
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“Realakt”), as a “modus adquirendi”, such as e.g. a factual delivery (overgave, Übergabe,
délivrance) or an equivalent act. This conception is only found in “causal systems”.
Conveyance is then more specifically seen as the performance of an obligation to give.

102c. Many systems see conveyance as a combination of both.

- This is clearly so in German law, which requires in principle an agreement (Einigung) as
well as a factual act, such as Übergabe (factual delivery) for movables and registration in the
land register (Eintragung) for immovables (see e.g. BGB § 929 c.q. 873). However, in the
field of movables, there are a number of exceptions, called Übergabesurrogate, some of
which consist of mere agreement. Where both elements are required, they are not seen as
different acts, but as two elements of the same act of conveyance118. As the German system
is abstract, this act is not seen as the performance of an obligation but as a separate set of
requirements.

- The traditional view in Dutch and Austrian law is very similar - with the difference that
conveyance (levering) is seen also as the performance of an obligation, the Dutch and
Austrian system being a causal one; it is contested by others that the qualification of
conveyance as an agreement has any practical meaning. Spanish law traditionally sees
conveyance as a mere factual act. Under German influence, Austrian law also requires an
agreement (the “Realakt” must be based on a “dingliche Einigung”119). According to
contemporary case law, this agreement can, however, already be implied in the obligatory
contract (as it is in the French-Belgian tradition).

- In the French-Italian-Belgian-Portuguese system, conveyance (levering s.l., livraison) is
seen as a mere legal act (mere agreement), but these systems still often require next to this
agreement a factual act of delivery (overgave, délivrance) or an equivalent act leading to
factual possession or publicity. This separate act is normally not seen as an element of
conveyance, but as a requirement for some of its effects only. Moreover, the conveyance, i.e.
the agreement to transfer possession c.q. property, will often coincide with the titulus, i.e. the
contract or other legal act creating the obligation (“samenval”, i.e. coincidence, of the titulus
and its performance) - see infra. There are various conceptions in doctrine. According to
another one of them, there is only one legal act, which in itself has only obligatory effects,
but is at the same time a legal fact to which property effects may be attributed by law (to that
act alone of to that act in combination with other facts)120.

                                                  
118  As long as the Einigung is not completed with “Übergabe” or “Eintragung”, the agreement is not
binding on the parties - BGH 25-10-1978, NJW 1979, 214 (case where reservation of title was unilaterally
stipulated after the sale and the Einigung, but before delivery; it was considered a breach of contract, but
preventing an effective transfer).
119 OGH 18-6-1986, ÖZA 1987, 51.
120 This is the opinion of i.a. G. VETTORI, Consenso traslativo e circolazione dei beni, Giuffré Milano
1995.
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b) Effects of the qualification of conveyance as an agreement.

102d. The qualification of conveyance as a legal act is useful to explain certain rules, but
may not be overstated. The relevance of the qualification is mainly the following. If
conveyance is seen as an agreement, or requiring i.a. an agreement, the classical
requirements for the formation and validity of agreements apply (capacity to act, defects of
consent, etc.), sometimes with some exceptions (e.g. under Dutch law, mistake does not
apply to delivery). Where conveyance is seen as a mere factual act (e.g. merely consisting of
delivery or an equivalent act), it cannot be invalidated as such (certainly, it can still be
qualified as an undue performance). Thus in causal systems, the practical relevance is
limited, and the usefulness of the “real agreement” is merely a pedagogical one - i.e. in order
to clarify and systematise the operative rules of law. The main thing is not whether
conveyance should be qualified as an agreement or not, but that titulus and conveyance may
be subject to 2 different modalities and should therefore be distinguished as legally different
things (acts).

c) The place of the notion of conveyance (in causal systems) in relation to the different
obligations of the alienator.

103. Although they may differ on the qualification of conveyance, causal systems have at
least this in common, that they view conveyance as the performance of an obligation. As
there are usually different obligations coming into play, it may be useful to specify this a
little, taking the example of a sale. In the case of a sale, the seller has namely the following
obligations:

1° An “obligation to give” (dare). The seller has to make the property right pass to the buyer
(conveyance) (Eigentum verschaffen). He must fulfil all “constitutive requirements”, esp.
“conveyance” (livraison or levering in a legal sense) by himself or by a third party in the
forms required by law, specification where necessary, etc. It may be that in a given case,
conveyance can only take place by delivery in a purely factual sense, but this is often not the
case. But the debtor may also fulfil its obligation by causing a third party to transfer
property.

Where publicity is not already a “constitutive” requirement for conveyance itself, this
obligation implies also an obligation to fulfil formal requirements in order to make the
transfer effective against third parties - usually some form of publicity (including procuring
direct possession), (or at least to co-operate for the fulfilment of the publicity requirements).

2° An obligation to guarantee the acquirer against property claims by third parties (garantie
d’éviction, vrijwaring tegen uitwinning) also follows from the obligation to give.

3° Apart from this, the seller must also furnish the goods to the buyer as convened (place,
time, conditions etc.). This often takes place by delivery in the purely factual sense of the
word (délivrance, afgifte). Whether the seller is obliged to do so, and at which time and
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place and under which conditions, is a question independent from the obligation to give in
the strict sense; this obligation is traditionally qualified as an obligation to do (“facere”)121.

Ad 1°.
Note 1. The prevailing view in the older ius commune did not recognise an obligation to give
– i.e. to transfer property – but only an obligation to procure possession (vacuam
possessionem tradere) on the one hand and an obligation to guarantee the peaceful
possession (garantie d’éviction) on the other hand. This explains the structure of the
provisions of the Code Napoleon, still providing as obligations of the seller only (1) the
obligation to deliver and (2) to guarantee. Only more modern codes, such as BGB § 433
explicitly provide for an obligation to transfer property (called Verschaffensprinzip in
German doctrine).

Note 2. Part of the contemporary French and Italian doctrine equally holds that there is no
obligation to give in most contracts of sale (and only an obligation to guarantee peaceful
possession), because transfer follows from the contract itself. In my view, this is incorrect on
both points.
On the one hand, in contemporary French or Italian law, there is a breach of contract of the
seller where the buyer has not acquired ownership.
On the other hand, the fact that the contract and its performance take place by one single act
does not prevent to analyse that act as having two aspects, an obligational and a “real” one
(see supra). Even in Italian law (which is stricter than French law on this point, see infra),
there are many cases where the obligation to give and its performance are clearly
distinguished122; in case of sale of land, it is perfectly possible to postpone the “real
agreement” by concluding instead of a “sale” a “preliminary contract” (contratto
preliminare) containing the obligation to give (thus, in fact the contratto preliminare
corresponds to what is called sale in all other systems, whereas the italian vendito (sale)
corresponds to the act of conveyance in other systems).

2. Conditions for conveyance insofar as no older property rights are infringed (the transferor
having the necessary “authority” to dispose of the things).

103b. We deal first with the situation where the transferor has the necessary “authority” to
dispose of the asset123. In this situation conditions, which are only relevant for the protection
of bona fide acquirers in case of lack of this authority by the transferor, do not have to be
fulfilled. On the other hand, a perfect acquisition does not necessarily protect the acquirer yet

                                                  
121 See for this distinction between conveyance – as performance of the obligation to give – and delivery as
performance of an obligation to do : N. CATALA, La nature juridique du paiement, LGDJ Parijs 1961, nr.
37.
122 See CHIANALE p. 39 ff.
123 On the other hand, in case of conflict, one must already know the rule son transfer in order to know
whether the alienator still has the authority to dispose of the goods – in a system where title passes by mere
agreement, a second sale of the same object is a sale by a seller without authority, whereas the same seller
still has authority if title did not yet pass on the basis of the first sale.
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against the possibility that creditors of the transferor still execute against the asset, or that
after their acquisition another third party acquires it in good faith. These situations will be
dealt with infra.

a) Movables (goods not subject to registration124).

1° Requirements (such as agreement, form, material act)

aa) Conveyance by procuring possession.

aaa) General rule.

104. The obligation to give is normally performed by procuring to the acquirer possession in
the civilian (legal) sense of the word125, i.e. by delivery in a large sense. As possession does
not necessarily imply direct possession by the acquirer, conveyance can take place without
delivery in a strict sense (of factual delivery). The way possession is procured (delivery or
equivalent acts) has been discussed supra.

A superficial analysis often leads to the idea that there is a big difference between:
- on the one hand the French-Belgian-Italian-Portuguese system and the British Sale of
Goods Act,
- and on the other hand e.g. the Dutch, Austrian, Spanish or German system and English law
outside sales.
French authors tend to deny the fact that the agreement with the transfer of property
(conveyance) implies normally the procuring of possession (in the legal sense, including
indirect possession) of the things. This is nevertheless the case, albeit not necessarily a
factual possession; possession can be supplied by mere agreement if the alienator is already
in possession of the thing (see supra - delivery in the large sense).
It is true, that there is a difference of perspective:
- in the German and Dutch tradition, transfer of ownership is seen as an effect of i.a. the
transfer of possession,
- whereas in the French tradition, transfer of possession is rather seen as an effect of the
agreement to transfer ownership.
In fact, there is no difference on this point: all these systems have as a basic rule that, apart
from additional requirements and exceptions, consensual transfer of possession and of
ownership are one and the same act. The real difference will be indicated below, 2°.

104a. The rule that delivery s.l. - i.e. transfer of possession - can normally take place by mere
agreement, found in most legal systems, has already been explained supra (transfer of
possession). Although transfer of possession can in nearly all systems in principle take place
                                                  

124 In many legal systems, some specific movable things are subject to registration, too, and hence treated in
the same way as immovables. This is mainly the case with ships.
125 See e.g. 3:90 NBW; BGB § 929 ff (although this § is not formulated in terms of possession, it is
understood as such), Art. 714 I Swiss ZGB.
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by mere agreement, the effects of such a transfer may be different depending on whether the
result is direct or indirect possession. This distinction is, however, normally relevant only in
situation where the transferor lacks the necessary authority to dispose of the goods126 (and in
some jurisdictions also in case of insolvency of the party in direct possession of the thing).

bbb) Exceptions - esp. for security rights.

104b. Most legal systems have some exceptions to the rule that delivery can take place by
mere agreement, exceptions other than those discussed supra in relation to transfer of
possession (namely the cases where transfer of possession cannot take place by mere
agreement). Further exceptions are found

1° Where the contract provides so - especially where “reservation of title (until payment)” is
stipulated, see infra.

2° In a number of specific statutory provisions. The main exception in most jurisdictions
(Belgian-French-Italian law, Austrian law, Swiss law127, English law, etc.) concerns the
constitution of a security right other than reservation of title.

Most legal systems indeed differentiate between security interests for purchase money (esp.
reservation of title) and other security interests. For the first, see infra 2°). For the
constitution of the latter, a factual dispossession or another type of publicity (such as
registration in some cases) is traditionally required (even inter partes), although this could
also be understood as a requirement for the opposability against third parties only. Only a
few jurisdictions have accepted in general the possibility to create a security interest without
publicity, especially:
- German law, where the requirement of dispossession for pledge was circumvented by
admitting fiduciary transfer of ownership (instead of pledge) (“Sicherungsübereignung”).
- Dutch law, which until 1992 had the same position as German law; the NBW of 1992 has
invalidated such fiduciary transfers, but instead recognised the constitution of a right of
pledge without publicity (by agreement in writing).

Pledge by dispossession is generally found in all jurisdictions. Pledge by registration is
inexistent in some jurisdictions, and restricted to specific cases in a number of others128. A
general system of registration of security interests in movables exists in the UK (fixed
charges, further a floating charge is possible on assets of companies) and the US (Art. 9

                                                  
126 Apart from this, direct possession, and thus delivery in a strict sense, is often required for gifts
(donations). However, in the French-Belgian system (and in the English one), delivery is in case of gifts not
an element of conveyance, but a requirement for the binding character of the promise in the absence of a
formal deed.
127 Art. 717 II and 884 ZGB.
128 E.g. in Belgium, pledge by regsitration is only available to enterprises and farmers, in France to
enterprises (nantissement du fonds de commerce) and on some specific goods, in Swiss law on cattle (art.
885 ZGB), etc.
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UCC)129.

As to gratuitous transfers, there are normally no additional requirements for conveyance.
Where specific formalities (incl. actual delivery) are required for donations, these
requirements rather relate to the contract of donation and not to the act of conveyance.

bb) Conveyance by agreement without transfer of possession.

105. Where the owner has no possession anymore, conveyance has to take place by
agreement, without transfer of possession. Historically, this has been developed and
constructed as an “assignment of the revindication” (Abtretung des Herausgabeanspruchs).

In the French-Belgian-Italian legal system, mere agreement is sufficient. Other systems
sometimes impose formalities, such as e.g. Dutch law, where a written act (writing) is
required (art. 3:95).  English common law requires a “deed”.

Under German law again, revindication is considered to be accessory to the obligatory right
if there is such a right against the possessor. Ownership is transferred by assignment of the
claim against the possessor (e.g. the thief). Only in the absence of such a claim, the action of
revindication itself can be transferred.

2° Time of conveyance; suspensive terms and conditions, including payment (reservation of
title)

aa) Differences as to a presumption of conveyance at the time of conclusion of the contract
ande without actual delivery.

106. Under German130 and Dutch law, conveyance requires, as explained, in principle a
separate agreement (Einigung) as well as a factual act, which can however, be waivered
(replaced by constitutum possessorium). There is neither a presumption that parties have
already agreed on transfer of property when concluding the obligatory contract, nor a
presumption that they have agreed on transfer without some form of factual delivery.

Therefore:
1° Title passes with actual delivery unless a different form of conveyance was agreed on (in
principle expressly); and
2° a reservation of title can still be made after the contract of sale was concluded, until the
moment of conveyance.

                                                  
129 The security interest “attaches” without publicity, i.e. it is effective against the debtor, but its
“perfection” (effect against creditors and other third parties) requires registration , apart from a limited
number of exceptions.
130 The Prussian Allgemeines Landrecht (ALR) provided that the contract of sale did already grant the buyer
a “ius ad rem”, an anticipatory property right securing the first buyer a priority against a second buyer in bad
faith, but no other attributes of ownership (see ALR Th. I Tit. 19 § 4-6).
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Where transfer cannot take place yet because the goods are not yet ascertained or do not yet
exist (i.e. a further objective requirement for transfer has to be fulfilled), the real agreement
can be concluded before the agreed act of delivery takes place. Under Dutch law131, the
agreement does not have to be repeated at the latter moment, and it prevents the seller to
reserve title afterwards. Under German law, the agreement must continue until delivery is
completed; if parties have not agreed on a constitutum possessorium, the seller can withdraw
its consent to transfer (Einigung) as long as the required factual delivery has not taken place
(even if he is not allowed to do so)132. But it is possible to subject the passing of title to a
suspensive condition (see under cc).

106b. Under Austrian law, there is a presumption that the obligatory contract already
includes the real agreement (therefore, reservation of title can no longer be made after this
agreement). But there is no presumption that title already passes before factual delivery,
unless parties have explicitly agreed on delivery constituto possessorio. A more or less
similar situation is found in Spanish law.

107. Conveyance is usually not treated separately in the Belgian-French-Italian-Portuguese
tradition, because:
- it can not only in most cases normally take place by mere agreement (this is also the cases
in other systems),
- but is in case of conveyance based on a contract also presumed to take place immediately,
unless the contract provides a different moment of time.

Thus, there is:
- as well a presumption that the real agreement is included in the obligatory contract
(presumption which does not apply where the obligation does not arise form a contract);
-  as a presumption - at least in sales and donations - that parties have conveyed the goods
constituto possessorio  (apart from cases where a delivery constituto possessorio is normally
not possible, as for unascertained goods) - see art. 1138 French and Belgian CC, and 408 I
Portuguese CC for existing and determined goods. This second presumption is the real
difference between the French-Italian-Belgian-Portuguese system and the other systems.

As to generic goods, it is not presumed that the buyer acquires an undivided interest in
generic goods, but this can be agreed explicitly. Where this is not the case, in French and
Belgian law unilateral specification is sufficient in case of sale (the fact that specification is
delegated to one of the parties does not prevent the real agreement to be perfected,
specification being seen as a material act); a bilateral “reception” (inspection) is necessary in
case of fabrication and similar contracts. Art. 408 II Portuguese CC generally requires that
determination is done with the knowledge of both parties.

These rules do not exclude that passing of title is suspended, not only by a suspensive
                                                  

131 See e.g. art. 3:97 Dutch BW.
132 See BGH 25-10-1978, NJW 1979, 214.
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condition, such as payment (see under cc), but also by a suspensive term (see under bb) or
until a further act of delivery has been fulfilled. Thus, at least the second presumption is not
mandatory; parties can stipulate that title will pass only at factual delivery, unless such a
clause would be a “merely potestative condition” in a donation. The “real agreement” can
thus be perfected (and binding) before title passes, and from that moment on reservation of
title can no longer be made.

The first presumption is mandatory in donations. According to the dominant view in Italian
law (but not in French and Belgian law), it is also mandatory in sales (art. 1376 C.C.)133.
However, parties may derogate from the rule by calling their agreement a preliminary
contract instead of a sale.

The presumption can only function in case of conveyance based on a contract; when the
obligation to give does not arise out of a contract, a separate agreement is necessary.

On the other hand, passing of title at the time of conclusion of the contract and before actual
delivery, does not deprive the seller to “retain” the goods until payment (and even to
“stoppage in transitu” until they have arrived at the buyer’s), unless credit was given to the
buyer (period of time for payment). This “right of retention” of the seller (possessory lien),
which amounts to a kind of pledge is found in most jurisdictions. In the French-Belgian
tradition, it relativises the idea that a “full” transfer takes place by mere agreement.

107a. Similar presumptions on immediate transfer are found in English and Scottish sales
law: According to the SGA S. 18 (1), property in specific goods is presumed to pass at the
date the contract is made (Id. In US law) . Possession in the more restricted English sense,
and thus (factual) delivery, is not required. Here again, there is a conveyance “constituto
possessorio” without saying it.

As to generic goods, an immediate undivided interest is presumed in some cases (according
to the Amendment of the SGA in 1995); outside such cases, property is presumed to pass at
unilateral specification with the assent of the other party (which is again presumed) (see
SGA S. 18 (5).

The presumption of on immediate transfer is not found outside sales law; constructive
delivery remains possible, but is not presumed.

107b. Swiss law also often accepts that the agreement on transfer is already implied in the
underlying contract, unless parties have stipulated otherwise134.

bb) Suspensive terms.

                                                  
133 For convincing criticism, see CHIANALE, p. 48 and passim.
134 See more generally F. FERRARI, “Vom Abstraktionsprinzip und Konsensu)alprinzip zum
Traditionsprinzip”, ZEuP 1993, (52) 61 v., 64 (referring for Swiss law to P. LIVER en HAAB / SIMONIUS.
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108. As said, under the French-Belgian-Italian legal system, passing of title may be
suspended by a suspensive period of time, where the underlying obligation allows this, i.e.
normally where the underlying obligation is itself under a suspensive period of time.

Systems requiring an explicit real agreement for the passing of ownership, such as Dutch and
German law, exclude that this agreement is perfected as long as there is a suspensive period.
Thus, under Dutch law, a delivery with a suspensive period is automatically converted into
an instantaneous delivery with reservation of usufruct (art. 3:85, 2 NBW). Contrary to
French law, it is possible to postpone the real agreement, but not to conclude the real
agreement and postpone passing of title - at least not to postpone it longer than factual
delivery.

cc) Suspensive conditions, esp. payment; reservation of title.

1° Payment of the goods.

108c. Payment of the goods is a condition for the passing of title whenever this is required
by law or contract.

In most jurisdictions, payment is not a condition imposed or implied by law, and
“reservation of title” thus has to be stipulated. This is especially the case in systems where
there is no presumption of conveyance (as indicated above).

In systems where conveyance is presumed, this may be compensated by a statutory
protection of the unpaid seller. Thus under Belgian law, the seller of movables as well as
immovables has a statutory privilege (lien) even in the absence of a reservation of title. The
presumption of immediate conveyance (which implies that a reservation of title is not
presumed) leaves the seller still in possession of a non-possessory lien, which is comparable
to a non-possessory right of pledge. To such right, he's automatically entitled as long as the
price is not fully paid (art. 20, 4° Statute on Privileges and Hypothecs). Under French law,
reservation of title is presumed. These systems have thus in fact returned to the default rule
that title passes with payment (instead of by mere consensus). In South-African law, passing
of title is by law suspended until payment unless the seller has granted credit (term of
payment) to the buyer. In Dutch sales law, there is a right to reclaim possession, limited in
time (“recht van reclame”).

As said, payment is required for conveyance whenever “reservation of title” is validly
stipulated or implied by law.

Although “reservation of title” until payment (if validly stipulated) in principle prevents title
from passing before payment, in most jurisdictions the position of the buyer under
reservation of title is protected in some way under property law. Some jurisdictions have
recognised a specific property interest in the form of an anticipatory interest (e.g. the
German Anwartschaftsrecht); the “title” remaining with the seller is thus not full ownership
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in all respects and functionally equivalent to a right of pledge. The situation is not too
different from the case (found in some other jurisdictions, such as Belgian law) where title
passes before payment, but the seller still maintains a “seller’s privilege”. Even in those
systems where no such privilege exists, similar effects can be reached if termination of the
underlying contract has a “real” effect or if non-payment can be a resolutive condition (this
only applies to causal systems).

Reservation of title is generally possible; only in exceptional cases, such a condition is
invalid135. In some jurisdictions there are requirements of form, such as writing136, or
keeping of a register137. Registration in public registers will be necessary where the goods
are not treated as movables but generally subject to registration138. In most jurisdictions, the
reservation of title does not exclude that the seller may grant the buyer permission to resell
the goods. In some jurisdictions, however, esp. Swedish and Finnish law, the clause will lose
its effect in some jurisdictions as soon as the buyer obtains the permission to resell the
goods.

A specific set of rules to guarantee “delivery against payment” is found in the law on
securities settlement systems (esp. Directive 98/26/EC on settlement finality in payment and
securities settlement systems).

2° Payment of other debts (all moneys clause).

108d. Further, the question arises whether title to the goods may also be reserved to secure
payment of other debts of the buyer towards the seller (esp. other goods delivered by the
same seller) (clause of erweiterter Eigentumsvorbehalt or “all moneys clause”). Unless there
is a sufficient link between the different goods, such an extension of reservation of title will
be considered to constitute a different security interest, subject to the normal conditions for
security rights (cfr. supra).

NB. As to the possibility that in case of resale of the assets under reservation of title, the
original seller is entitled to the price claim, see supra on real subrogation.

b) Immovables (and other goods subject to registration).

1° Requirements (formalities); presumption of conveyance.

109. Most legal systems do not accept transfer of immovables (and constitution of
immovable property rights) by mere agreement between the parties. They prescribe some

                                                  
135 E.g. for cattle under Art. 715 II Swiss ZGB.
136 Belgian law.
137 See Art. 715 I Swiss ZGB.
138 E.g; Art. 409 III Portuguese CC.
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type of formal act and registration of it in the land register or a similar register139; these
requirements are “constitutive” requirements for transfer. In English law, similar rules apply,
at least for legal ownership and under the Land Registration Act (1927).

However, like an unregistered transfer create an equitable interest for the buyer in English
law, buyers in other jurisdictions requiring registration may already acquire some protected
interest before registration, too – usually through a preliminary registration (Vormerkung),
see infra.

109b. On the contrary, it is typical for French, Italian, Portuguese and Belgian law that the
rules described above for movables are also applied to immovables. Between the parties, and
as long as there are no conflicting property rights of third parties, transfer can take place by
mere agreement. There is:
- as well a presumption that the real agreement is included in the obligatory contract
(presumption which does not apply where the obligation does not arise form a contract),
- as a presumption that parties have conveyed the goods constituto possessorio  (art. 1138
French and Belgian CC, 408 Portuguese CC).
The first presumption is mandatory in donations (this does not exclude that the conveyance
takes place under a suspensive term or condition). According to the dominant view in Italian
law, it is also mandatory in sales (art. 1376 C.C.)140, however, parties may derogate from the
rule by calling their agreement a preliminary contract instead of a sale. Under French and
Belgian law (apart from donations), parties may postpone the real agreement, e.g. by
stipulating that it will only be implied in a notarial deed.

The main exception again concerns security rights, namely the constitution of a right of
mortgage. Traditionally a formal act (notarial deed) is required, although this could again be
understood as a requirement for the opposability against third parties only. Registration in
the land register, on the other hand, is not a constitutive requirement for a mortgage.

Again, the presumption of immediate conveyance (which implies that a reservation of title is
not presumed) does not deprive the unpaid seller from all rights in the land. Despite the
passing of title, the seller retains - by operation of law - a security interest in the land (called
privilege, and very comparable to a mortgage), unless he waivers it by registering the sale
without registering at the same time this privilege.

                                                  
139 E.g., German BGB § 873 I and II and 925 (873 I requires registration in the Grundbuch; 873 II requires a
formal act before a public notary or in front of the public Registrar); Dutch NBW 3:89 (notarial deed and
inscription in the registers is constitutive); Swiss ZGB Art. 656 I (registration) and 657 (formal deed, except
in case of acquisition by death; for easements a simple writing is sufficient, ZGB 732); Austrian ABGB §
431 and 432 (§ 431: Eintragung or Intabulation; 432 : public deed or judgement (§436)); South African law;
Scottish law (delivery of disposition ànd registration of the disposition in the Register of Saisines or in the
Land register). There may be some limited exceptions, such as certain types of easements which are public
because they are “visible”, e.g. Art. 676 III ZGB.
140 For convincing criticism, see CHIANALE, p. 48 and passim.
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Registration and similar formalities are known in Belgian and French law, too, but do not
have the same significance, precisely because they’re normally not necessary for the transfer
of property. The difference will be put in perspective below.

109c. On the other hand, some of the effects which the transfer of property has in the
consensual systems, are reached by other institutions in other jurisdictions:

- in common law systems by recognising an equitable interest of the acquirer as soon as the
sale is perfected;

- in continental systems by the institution of Vormerkung or Pränotation, a provisional
inscription in the registers granting an anticipatory right (see supra). The conditions and
effects vary in different jurisdictions141:
-- in some jurisdictions, a preliminary inscription can be based on a written contract which
does not need to be a public deed (e.g. Italy, Swiss law in case of a pre-emption right - ZGB
681), in others, a notarial deed or judgement (incl. an injunction) is necessary (German law).
-- the period during which it is valid may also vary, from very short (in Austria, the buyer
must start an action for delivery in court within 14 days) to long periods (10 years in
Switzerland, virtually without limitation in Germany).

2° Time of conveyance - anticipatory conveyance.

109d. In the French-Italian-Belgian tradition, again the same rules apply as for movables :
passing of title may be suspended by a suspensive period of time, where the underlying
obligation allows this (exception : some consumer contracts - e.g. for the acquisition of a
house or of an apartment, which is not yet finished), or by a suspensive condition142; even
the real agreement itself may be postponed (cfr. above).

109d. Continental jurisdictions requiring a formal act and registration as constitutive for
transfer usually provide that such a (real) agreement cannot contain a (suspensive or
resolutive) term or a (suspensive) condition143. A resolutive condition remains possible
under Dutch law. Further, transfer of immovables cannot take place when the goods are not
yet ascertained or do not yet exist. Where the real agreement cannot be concluded because
the claim is future or conditional, a Vormerkung is possible under German law (see BGB §
873 I). Under Dutch law, a preliminary registration is possible in case of leasing (huurkoop).

In Anglo-American law, transfer of legal title cannot be subject to suspensive or resolutive
term, but this can be solved by granting equitable rights.

c) Choses in action.

                                                  
141 BGB § 883-884; ABGB § 438-439; Swiss ZGB art. 681 ff
142 Art. 409 Portuguese CC explicitly mentions reservation of title until payment.
143 See e.g. art. 3:97 Dutch BW, BGB § 925 II (no period of time nor condition).
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1° Requirements.

110. Again, it is typical for French, Italian, Portuguese and Belgian law that the rules
described above for movables are also applied to choses in action. As to such assets, a
similar system is found in Nordic countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark) and
Greece.

In many European countries, mere agreement is sufficient as between the parties. Notice to
the debtor is not a constitutive requirement (but it may play a role for protection of bona fide
acquirers and/or in order to be protected against the creditors of the assignor, see further).
This is even so for security interests in claims (where as for security interest in tangible
movables or in immovables, publicity is in most cases constitutive). The same rule is found
in the PECL144. Sometimes, writing is required145.

Some systems (not Belgian law) have stricter rules for nominative shares in companies and
require registration of the transfer of shares in the share register of the company.

110b. Other systems, e.g. Dutch and Scots law, consider the formalities, such as
communication to the debitor cessus (NBW 3:94, also requiring a written document), as
“constitutive” for the transfer. Remarkably enough, Dutch law is less formal for security
rights (i.e. pledge), by recognising the “silent pledge” on claims.

In English & Irish law, a similar rule is found for legal ownership (i.e. “statutory
assignment”); rather strict formalities apply (for transfer of nominative share a registration in
the share register), but the rule does not apply to a mere equitable assignment (giving rise to
an equitable interest in the claim), which will arise as soon as there is agreement between the
parties (comp. supra for immovables).

110d. This time, German law has chosen the opposite rule, and even more radically than in
the French etc. tradition. Creditors’ rights can be transferred by mere agreement between
assignor and assignee; the communication to the debtor plays no role as to the property of
the right (strangely enough, notice is constitutive in order to charge the claim with a right of
pledge); this is, however, circumvented by fiduciary assignment of the claim)146.

A similar approach is found in Austrian and Spanish law (although some formality to certify

                                                  
144 Article 12:104 PECL. Form of Assignment: “An assignment need not be in writing or in any other form”.
From the Comments, it is clear that the article deals with the formalities for assignment as transfer of property.
145 E.g. Art. 165 II Swiss ZGB.
146 This odd position of German law may be due to the fact that the transfer of creditors’ rights is
traditionally (including in the BGB) dealt with in the law of obligations (pledging these rights is however
seen as a matter of property law). This is remarkably incoherent, as transfer in general is seen as a matter for
property law (in the French CC, assignment is also found in the law of obligations, but there is less
incoherence as transfer in general is treated in that context). See on this question H. WESTERMANN,
Sachenrecht 5th ed. (1966), § 2 II 2, S. 9.
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the date is required at least in certain cases), and to a certain extent in Swiss law147.

2° Time of conveyance.

110d. As to suspensive terms and conditions, generally the same rules apply as for movable
tangibles. The PECL shows the same flexibility as French-Belgian law148.

d) Intellectual property.

110e. Similar conceptions are found in the field of intellectual property rights

3.  The French-Belgian-Italian rule put in perspective.

a) The role of formalities in cases they are not constitutive.

111. The formalities which are prescribed in most countries for the transfer itself (as it is
usually the case for immovables and choses in action), certainly play an important role in
French-Belgian-Italian law and in Nordic laws, too:

- first of all, the same or similar formalities will normally constitute one of the conditions for
protection as an acquirer a non domino, i.e. each time the alienator has exceeded “authority”
to dispose of the things by infringing an older property right (discussed under D. and E.), in
other words: in case of conflict between property rights (incl. the collective right of pledge of
the concurrent creditors)149. But this type of publicity is normally not required in order to be
able to rely on your acquisition against other types of third parties (there may be a different
type of publicity).

- secondly – and this is esp. relevant the case for double sale and similar cases -, the acquirer
will not have the same security as long as he has not fulfilled these formalities, precisely
because the possibility for third parties acquiring the thing later on to be protected against his
older right is much wider if the first acquirer has not fulfilled these requirements. The same
may be true for the possibility of seizure of the goods by the creditors of the alienator and

                                                  
147 Writing is required (art. 900 I ZGB°, but notice is not constitutive (art. 900 II ZGB).
148 Article 12:202 PECL. When Assignment Takes Effect
“(1) An assignment of an existing claim takes effect at the time of the agreement to assign or such later time
as the assignor and assignee agree.
(2) An assignment of a future claim is dependent upon the assigned claim coming into existence but
thereupon takes effect from the time of the agreement to assign or such later time as the assignor and
assignee agree”.
149 Infra, it will be explained that these formalities are normally not a sufficient condition. This is especially
the case as to immovables. Only in a “Torrens system” are such formalities sufficient. They’re certainly not a
sufficient condition in a negative system of publicity as the French-Belgian one; they’re neither sufficient in a
public faith system like the German and Austrian (and to a large extent the Dutch) one; but in the latter
systems, they create “public faith”, whereas they play a merely negative role in the French-Belgian system
(certifying the absence of certain types of transmission only).
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similar cases (see infra).

- thirdly – esp. in case of immovables - the unpaid transferor maintains some rights in the
assets - notably some type of security interest, possibly also a right of termination with “real”
effect - as long as they are not overriden by publicity of the transfer (once the transfer of
immovbales is registered, the security right is maintained only if it is registered, too; for
movables, the security may be mainjtained even without publicity – see supra on reservation
of title and seller’s liens)).

Publicity thus performs a triple function:
- it is a means of ensuring the bad faith of later acquirers (an acquirer can normally not
pretend to be in good faith concerning information on the property rights which was made
public); and thus making one’s ownership opposable, also against concurring creditors of the
seller/alienator.
- it is also a condition to be fulfilled by a bona fide acquirer before he can get protection.
- for immovables, it plays a role in protecting the seller against the creditors of the acquirer.

For these functions, publicity requirements are sometimes even stricter in French-Belgian-
Italian law and in Nordic law, esp. in the field of movables and/or creditors’ rights (where
some other systems grant protection even without publicity, see infra 112 bis).

b) Movables

111a. As to movables, one should analyse whether before actual delivery, the position of an
acquirer in case of a presumed constitutum possessorium (as in French and Belgian law)
differs from the position of an acquirer in systems without such presumption, where tile has
therefore not yet passed to the buyer.

- As to the protection of bona fide acquirers, there is no important difference;
- In relation to the creditors of the seller in case of seller’s insolvency, there is an important
difference, unless the doctrine of reputed ownership is applied (as in Sweden eg). Unless the
latter is applied, the buyer is protected against the creditors of the seller in the French
system150.
- In case of double sale, where the second buyer is not in good faith, the first buyer has a
better protection in French law: the second buyer does not acquire the goods. In other
systems, the second buyer will normally acquire as the seller was still owner (but may on the
other hand be liable in tort towards the first one).
- In "consensual" systems, the seller needs a protection against the creditors of the buyer; this
protection is given by granting him a right of retention (and sometimes even a lien or
privilege after actual delivery, see supra).

c) Immovables.
                                                  

150 Vomp. E. von Caemmerer, “Rechtsvergleichung und Reform der Fahrnisübereignung”, AcP 193., (675
ff) 686.
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112. Still, there is a difference in the field of immovables (and sometimes for creditors’
rights). In the French-Belgian-Italian system, the alienator loses his authority to dispose of
the goods (“title” in the English sense) and the acquirer acquires this precisely by the mere
agreement between the parties. In other systems, the formalities are “constitutive”.
Let us illustrate the possible difference with respect to immovables.

a) In the French-Belgian system, other parties who have acquired later on, but fulfil the
publicity requirements first, will often not become owner if they’re in “bad faith”, whereas
they become owner in the other systems (including the Italian one). There is, however, no
unitary rule under French-Belgian law (sometimes the acquirer in bad faith nevertheless
becomes owner - there are cases where the party who did not publish his titulus cannot
invoke it even against parties who knew of the older right; this is the rule under Italian law).

Certainly, in these other systems, the first buyer is not without protection either.
- In Italian, Dutch and German law e.g., the behaviour of the second buyer acquiring in bad
faith can be a tort (comp. inducement of breach of contract), although some jurisdictions
accept this more readily than others (e.g. under Italian law, it is normally only accepted in
case of fraud of the third party, mere knowledge being insufficient151).
- Further, there are some possibilities for the first buyer to secure his priority (e.g. beslag tot
levering in Dutch law, NBW 3:298; in German, Austrian, Swiss and Italian law on
immovables (and proposed in Dutch law) the Vormerkung (prenotation) and the registration
of an opposition to alienation (under BGB § 136). In English law, the first buyer obtains (if
the contract is specifically enforceable) an equitable interest in the goods leaving only the
“legal” title to the second buyer (who thus becomes a trustee for the first). Where the
prenotation exists, it gives the (first) buyer a better protection than the protection he enjoys
under French and Belgian law on the basis of the sales contract alone, even if the prenotation
does not grant ownership. But in practice, this only helps in countries where such prenotation
can be made on the basis of an informal contract of sale (which is not the case under German
law).

Still, in all these systems, it is more difficult for the first buyer to protect himself against an
actual or possible second buyer (and thus against fraud by the seller) otherwise than by
fulfilling the publicity requirements for transfer of title or at least for a prenotation
(Vormerkung).

b) Also, the formless transfer the parties is binding upon any other third party, except those
who enjoy a special protection - which is basically only the case for older property rights and
for concurring creditors in case of seizure or bankruptcy (see further). No special protection
is given by publicity rules to e.g.:
- the tenant of a house sold and transferred (he is, however, protected by the law of
obligations, due to the “qualitative character” of the obligation of the landlord under certain
conditions);
                                                  

151 Cass. it. 17-2-1976, Giust.civ., Mass. 1976.
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- the debitor cessus in case of assignment (also protected by some rules in the law of
obligations, and even by a very similar rule, namely notice to the debitor cessus), etc.
In many jurisdictions, such third parties can, however, refuse to recognise the date of the
transaction until it is in some way or another officialised (notarial deed, date registration,
etc.) (France and Belgium in non-commercial transactions - art. 1328 C.C. -, Austria and the
Netherlands as to security transactions; Spain, etc.).

c) On the other hand, the fulfillment of publicity for immovables  in the French-Belgian
system does not give the acquirer the same protection as in the German or Dutch system. In a
certain sense, it only gives the protection given by a prenotation in the German system; the
full registration as found in German law (with the effects explained infra), is functionally
missing.
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formality                        effect in F.-B. law          effect in German law       effect in Engl.law

mere
agreement

- contract of sale is
effective (binding)
- title passes (between
parties) (but unpaid
s e l l e r  m a i n t a i n s
security interest)
- effect vis-à-vis 3rd

p a r t i e s  w i t h o u t
property rights
- priority over third
parties in bad faith

n o  e f f e c t
(condit ion for
contract of sale)

equitable interest
of the buyer

(notarial) deed no additional effect in
property law (condition
for registration)

contract (sale) is
effective
(obligations only)

uncontrolled
registration

(= transcriptio)
- priority of the buyer
in case of conflict
- if seller does not
reg i s t e r  secur i ty
interest : priority of
creditors of buyer over
the seller

(= Vormerkung)
- priority of the
buyer in case of
conflict
- unpaid seller still
p r e f e r r e d  t o
creditors of the
buyer

- legal ownership
(title) passes

controlled
registration

does not exist - title passes,
- “public faith”
effect
- unpaid seller
loses  securi ty
(unless registered)

does not exist

c) movable things.

112b. The so-called relativity of transfer under French-Belgian law and Nordic law gives rise
to the paradoxical situation that in the field of movables publicity (factual possession) is
finally even more decisive than in e.g. Dutch or German law. The publicity rules will
sometimes protect even the concurring creditors of the parties (against the other party),
which is not the case under e.g. BGB § 933 and NBW 3:90. See infra no. 159 ff.
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D. Authority to dispose of the goods (ius disponendi, beschikkingsbevoegdheid,
Verfügungsbefugnis, autorité requise pour disposer).

113. The situation is different when there is a conflict between an acquirer and a person
having an older property right. This usually implies that the alienator did miss or exceed the
authority to dispose of the goods.

We will therefore analyse first the precise contents of the necessary “authority to dispose”
before examining under which conditions an acquirer is protected when the alienator did not
have sufficient authority. These conditions differ according to the type of goods.

As said earlier, the inability to dispose is the specific consequence of older property rights or
rights with a similar "real" effect. It must be distinguished clearly from e.g. the incapacity of
certain persons to act at law (minors, mentally ill, etc.). “Dispose” is used here in the
technical meaning of transferring property or constituting limited property rights in goods.
“Authority to dispose” thus means authority to transfer, to constitute limited property rights
(to charge one’s property with such rights), and to renounce to property. The authority to
dispose thus normally belongs to the owner (the party “entitled” to the goods). However,
some differentiation is necessary.

1. Limitations of the proprietor’s authority to dispose.

114. The authority of the proprietor to dispose of his goods is first of all limited by older
property rights of third parties - whether the alienator is not the owner at all or whether a
third party has a limited property right, such as a mortgage, long leasehold, etc. One can only
dispose within the limits of one’s own property right. In case of limited property rights, the
specific rules on these rights will determine the authority of the owner c.q. the party entitled
to the limited property right152. Thus:
- some limited property rights imply the authority to dispose. E.g. usufruct of a portfolio of
securities (authority to dispose of single securities, not of the portfolio).
- anticipatory property rights (Erwerbsrechte), such as the ones secured by a prenotation,
create a “relative” lack of authority, i.e. the owner cannot dispose insofar as a disposition
would violate the claim secured by the prenotation (BGB § 873 II).

Where the property right is a conditional one, one can only dispose within the limits of this
conditional right. Where a resolutive condition of transfer is fulfilled, its retro-active effect
also annuls the authority of the party who acquired under such a condition153.

Note. 1. Whether the alienator has no authority to dispose because he has already granted
property rights to an older acquirer, evidently depends on the rule as to the moment of time
at which property rights pass to that older acquirer. Where the requirements are less strict, eg
because title passes already at the time of conclusion of the underlying contract and not only
                                                  

152 These rules may leave some autonomy to the parties to determine their respective authority.
153 E.g. BGB § 161.
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at actual delivery, the alienator also immediately loses its authority and in case of a second
sale, there will be a conflict of property rights. Where the first buyer did not yet become
owner, there is no property conflict in case of a second sale by the same seller, but only
breach of contract.
2. Although from a dogmatic point of view, an alienator either has authority for a specific
disposition or not, from a more relativistic point or practical of view, one could distinguish
more situations, such as:
- authority to dispose s.s. (possibly despite obligatory rights of third parties);
- no authority to dispose, but factual power to dispose in favour of bona fide acquirers (eg a
party able to procure actual possession, a party erroneously registered as land owner,
property charged with merely equitable rights, etc.)
- authority to dispose limited by an anticipatory right (eg protected by a preliminary
registration)
- no authority nor power to dispose

115. The owner further loses the authority to dispose of goods when they are seized
(conservatory seizure, enforcement, include. bankruptcy, dissolution of a company, etc.). In
such cases, only the administrator (curator, trustee, etc...) has the authority to dispose of the
goods - according to the procedures imposed by law - and to distribute the net product to the
creditors.

Under French & Belgian law, seized goods are only exceptionally administered by the
creditor himself. Normally a public official or a party appointed by Court (bailiff, notary
public appointed by court, etc.) will administer them. In some cases, the goods are
administered by the debtor (e.g. normally in case of “beneficiary acceptance” of an
inheritance).

As to the effect of seizure for the rights of the creditor who took the initiative, see further
infra.

116. The authority to dispose of one’s property is not limited by mere general privileges, as
long as they are not “realised” through seizure, organised insolvency (bankruptcy etc.) or
similar measures.

Equally, the English and Scottish “floating charge” does not restrict the authority to dispose
as long as it is not “fixed” (by appointment of a receiver). This is also the rule in case of
some other comparable security rights, which do not deprive the owner of the right to
transfer the goods cancelling these security rights154.

117. The authority to dispose of one’s property is further limited in case of joint property
(Gesamthand, propriété en main commune), where the object of one’s property is a share in
                                                  

154 Eg art. 19 BERD Model law on securities
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a “community” as a whole. Communities of this kind are the partnership (civil or
commercial - not incorporated, whether public or silent), the investment funds, the marital
community between spouses, the unincorporated or “factual” association, the common
inheritance, and the securities depository. In those cases,
- none of the joint owners can individually dispose of his share in single things155;
- depending on the specific rules, the co-owners can dispose of common things either
separately or only jointly;
- whether a co-owner can dispose of its share in the common goods as a whole - or a certain
part of it - depends on the type of community156.

This limitation is not found in case of simple ownership in common
(Bruchteilsgemeinschaft).
French law does not recognise this distinction between 2 types of common ownership and
has an intermediate system for all forms of ownership (in principle, each co-owner has the
authority to dispose of his share  each asset, but his co-owners have a right of pre-emption).

118. Goods may also be under administration for the benefit of third parties in such a way
that the authority of the administrator is limited (comp. the external effects of the fiduciary
duties of trustees). French and Belgian law are traditionally hostile to this possibility (which
introduces some kind of dual ownership). Certain limited forms of fideicommis or
substitution are, however, recognised by the Civil Code, and also limited forms of exécution
testamentaire.

In Anglo-American law, this possibility is evidently widely accepted (trust law). The trustee,
as legal owner, has in principle full authority to dispose, but it may be limited by the external
effect of its fiduciary duties (resulting in the equitable interest of the beneficiaries).
Normally, he has the authority to dispose for value, not gratuitously. He has no authority to
charge the trust assets with a floating charge157.

In German law, there is a detailed regime of Vorerbschaft and Nacherbschaft, including
certain limitations to the authority to dispose of the Vorerbe158, and also a regime of
Testamentsvollstreckung (administration by an exécuteur testamentaire)159.

                                                  
155 This is not stated as such in Belgian law, but follows from the so-called retro-active effect of partition (see
supra). A judgement from the Cour de cassation (Cass. 9-9-1994, Molenaers) is very ambiguous on this
question in the case of an inheritance : every heir would be free to dispose of its share in each of the goods, but
this disposition cannot be opposed against the other heirs.

156 This possibility exits where the community is not (or no longer) personally bound (intuitu personae), e.g.
investment funds, dissolved partnerships, undivided inheritance. Where it exists, the law may still grant the
other co-owners of the estate a right of pre-emption or similar right.
157 According to HL 4 May 1995, Sharp v Thomson, SLT 1995, 837 ff., this also applies under Scottish law,
although the “real” effect of fiduciary duties is much more limited under Scottish law. The judgement was
heavily criticised in Scotland.
158 See i.a. BGB § 2113 for dispositions voer immovables.
159 BGB § 2211 : no authority to dispose for the heirs.
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118b. The authority to dispose may be restricted by specific prohibitions to dispose for the
protection of specific third parties, treated as absence of authority to dispose, although they
do not correspond to a property interest of the third party. E.g., as a general rule: BGB § 135-
136.

Apart from this, it is more generally in continental property law not possible to limit the
authority to dispose of the proprietor by contract, otherwise as by creating the legally
recognised property rights (numerus clausus principle).

119. Some other requirements for a valid transfer are in Belgian law technically spoken no
limitations of the authority to dispose, e.g. the invalidities protecting the "family" (spouse
and children) against dispositions by one spouse threatening the stability of the family. Some
others (e.g. pre-emption rights with external effect) may be constructed as well as property
rights limiting the authority to dispose (or another type of rights limiting the authority to
dispose) or as rights invalidating a titulus in violation of it. Such restrictions, as well as those
limiting gifts and bequests (in the presence of legitimate heirs) or protecting the creditors
against fraus creditorum, can all be qualified as restrictions on the authority to dispose in a
larger (non-technical) sense of the word. A party acquiring in violation of such restrictions to
dispose may be protected under conditions similar to the conditions for the protection of a
bona fide acquirer against absence of authority to dispose in the strict sense

2. Authority of other persons than the proprietor (or person whose property right is violated).

119. On the other hand, persons other than the owner (or holder of the property right
concerned) can have the authority to dispose of goods in certain cases.

In common law jurisdictions, the opposite structure is more frequent : "title" will be granted
to the administrator (eg a trustee), and merely equitable rights to the beneficiaries.
Continental law tends to attribute title - i.e. ownership - to the beneficiaries and grant the
administrator authority in another form than title. This is basically the case in two types of
situations :

a)

119b. The first type concerns liquidation (forced sale) of the assets by one or more creditors
enforcing their right, whether on the basis of a specific right of mortgage or pledge or on the
basis of their general right (already described as a kind of collective pledge) on the assets of
their debtor. Creditors are in most cases obliged to leave the exercise of this right to a public
official (notary public, bailiff) or an administrator appointed by the court (e.g. trustee in
bankruptcy). Companies who are being dissolved may appoint liquidators themselves. And a
heir accepting the inheritance only intra vires (beneficiary acceptance) can normally
liquidate the estate himself. Such administrators are acting in their own name, but “qualitate
qua” (not personally) and for the account of the creditors.
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Similar rules apply in all other cases where a patrimony or estate is liquidated: liquidation of
a company, of a succession (in the French-Belgian system however only in case of
“beneficiary acceptance”, in case of simple acceptance, there is no liquidator, but a joint
property of the heirs), etc.

b)

120. The second type concerns cases where a person is acting in his own name for the
account of the owner himself (so-called “immediate representation”).

Authority to do so can be given to him contractually by the owner himself  (undisclosed
agency, e.g. so-called “commission agents”) or by law

1° The law provides for administration of the goods of persons incapable of administering
them themselves (minors, mentally ill, etc.). The law also provides rules for the
administration of “communities” (common property) - such as partnerships, marital
community, etc (authority may be separate for each co-owner of only joint). Certain
important dispositions will often require specific procedures.

2° In case of undisclosed agency, Belgian law accepts that the transfer of property (of
specific goods) can take place directly between the principal and the third party or vice-versa
(German law e.g. does normally not accept this and constructs a double transfer, except in
case of Geheißerwerb) (thus the agent must become owner himself in order to have the
authority to dispose). An important case of a similar nature (also frequent in German law) is
the case where the buyer under reservation of title has the authority to resell the goods160.

Where the administrator does not merely receive an authority to act as an undisclosed agent,
but a (fiduciary) title to the goods, as in classical trusts, the trustee has the authority to
dispose of the goods, but the extent of this authority can vary. Normally, it implies the
authority to dispose of the assets for consideration, in the normal course of business, not the
authority to act gratuitously (by gift etc.) (NB. Charitable trusts are atypical in this respect).

E. Conditions for acquisition of property by transfer where the transfer infringes older
property rights c.q. the alienator does not have the authority to dispose.

121. Where the alienator does not have the necessary authority to dispose161, transfer of
property will only take place when additional conditions are fulfilled. In most cases, good
faith of the acquirer is one of these conditions, therefore the question is usually dealt with as
the protection of bona fide acquirers.
                                                  

160 As mentioned supra, a reservation of title is ineffective in Swedish and Finnish law when the buyer has
the authority to resell the goods.
161 The usual expression in French and Belgian law is acquisition a non domino, which is less precise (the
alienator may be the owner, nevertheless lacking the necessary authority to dispose).
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According to the traditional perspective in French and Belgian law, this question only
concerns the relationship between the acquirer and the third party with an older right, and not
the relationship with the alienator. It is however, questionable whether it makes sense to
speak about a property right valid against the acquirer, when it cannot be opposed against the
party with an older right because the conditions for bona fide acquisition are not fulfilled.

121b. Apart from good faith, which is in most cases required, acquisition despite a lack of
authority of the alienator will require the fulfillment of a number of conditions, among which
publicity plays an important role. Some of these publicity requirements will already be
required for transfer in title in general in some jurisdictions (e.g. registration in the land
register); in those legal systems where these publicity requirements are not yet necessary for
the transfer of property in general (like the French-Belgian systems for all property, etc.),
they will certainly be necessary for the protection of acquirers in case of lack of authority (In
the German system for assignment of choses in action, where there is no publicity, there is in
principle no protection either).

Depending of the type of goods, additional requirements must be fulfilled.

1. Protection of acquirers of movable things (not subject to registration)

122. For the protection of an acquirer of movable things (or property rights in movable
things162), most legal systems have two types of rules:
- on the one hand, strict rules for cases where the owner is considered to be worthy of more
protection, e.g. in case of lost or stolen goods;
- more flexible rules for all other cases.

We will first discuss the conditions for the protection of acquirers in these other cases, and
then deal with the stricter rule.

a) General rule.

123. Apart from voluntary dispossession of the owner, three types of requirement can be
found for the protection of the acquirer. In French-Belgian and German law, there are
basically only 2 requirements: actual possession (direct possession) and good faith. This
follows from art. 1141 and 2279 C.C. In some systems, the rules on the first requirement
(possession) are much more complex. In some other systems, a valid titulus is required, too.

1° Factual possession.

124. In most continental legal systems, the acquirer will only be protected when he comes
into factual possession of the thing. This supposes that it is no longer in possession of the
                                                  

162 For the acquisition of limited property rights in movables, basically the same rules apply (explicitly BGB
§ 936), apart from stricter rules for some security rights in some jurisdictions.
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person entitled to the older right or somebody detaining for that person. If possession is in
the hands of a third person, it is sufficient if the third person holds the thing for the acquirer
(or is bound to do so on the basis of his contractual obligations). As long as the possession is
ambiguous, the acquirer is not protected.

Although the precise form of the rule may be different, the basic requirement of “factual
possession” can be found in most continental systems, e.g.:
- “possession réelle” in art. 1141 and 2279 French and Belgian C.C and 1153 Italian CC.
This can be the result of a direct material delivery, a symbolic (constructive) delivery (keys
etc.), a traditio brevi manu, but not of a constitutum possessorium (comp. supra n° 50);
whether communication to the third party detaining the goods is sufficient is disputed (see
supra). As described supra, strong possession can at least be transferred by delivery of
documents representing the goods (but only insofar as the isuing party is in possession of the
goods; good faith possession of the goods has priority over good faith possession of the
documents);163

- Dutch NBW art. 3:90, 2: delivery constituto possessorio by a mere detentor is not possible.
No protection against older rights as long as the things are in the hands of a party who has to
detain them for another party than the acquirer (whether in ownership or in a more limited
way); a constitutum possessorium is not sufficient.
- Similar rules in German and Greek law : BGB § 933.
NB. German law is stricter on the question whether there also has been an agreement
(Einigung) to transfer possession and thus property164; whereas in French-Belgian law this is
not necessary or at least presumed to be inherent in the voluntary transfer of possession (and
thus not a separate requirement).

Under Austrian law, this requirement is not explicitly mentioned in ABGB § 367, providing
that the buyer of a thing becomes owner if the true owner handed it over to the seller (not
necessarily for the purpose of selling it). It is disputed whether a constructive delivery
(constitutum possessorium) is sufficient (comp. infra English law). In § 430, factual delivery
is clearly required for the protection of a second buyer.

124b. Solutions diverge as to the situation where the goods are not in the hands of the
alienator himself, but in the hands of a third party detaining them for the alienator:
- in most jurisdictions : as long as the third party is detaining them for the alienator,
possession is still mediated by the alienator, and there is no sufficient (“strong”) possession
by the acquirer. The question from which moment on possession is no longer mediated by
the alienator, and thus becomes a “strong” form of possession, has been studied earlier (e.g.
under Dutch law, the acquirer has no possession as long as the third party is not informed -
art. 3:115 NBW).
- under German law, in  case of assignment by the alienator (to the acquirer) of his right
against the detentor (Abtretung des Herausgabeanspruch) (BGB § 934), possession of the
                                                  

163 See eg ZGB art. 925 II.
164 A more flexible position is found in BGH, 36. BGHZ, 30 v. (Hemden-Fall), criticised by WILHELM,
Sachenrecht n° 424-425.
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goods is (according to the traditional doctrine) no longer considered to be mediated by the
alienator, even if the third party detaining the goods has not been informed of the
assignment. The acquirer has a sufficiently strong possession to be protected (with this
proviso, that the acquirer will not have more rights against the detentor than the alienator
had; however, this is rather a question of defences of the detentor himself). According to
another part of the doctrine165, the mere assignment is not sufficient to make the possession
of the goods independent on the alienator, and the protection of § 934 applies only when
assignment is communicated to the third party, so that it can no longer liberate itself by
delivering to the assignor. This last opinion comes closer to Dutch (and probably French-
Belgian) law.
The prevailing German doctrine has even more far-reaching effects when combined with the
larger conception of interversio tituli found in German law (see infra for this conception).

NB. Common European rules are found in the specific case of securities held in clearing
systems, where a nominative book entry procures sufficient possession (Directive 98/26/EC
of 19 May 1998 on settlement finality in payment and securities settlement systems).

125. In English & Irish, Scottish and South African law, there is not one single standard of
factual possession, but rather a series of rules under which acquirers are protected. Factual
possession is not necessarily required (constructive delivery (constitutum possessorium) may
be sufficient). The main cases are:
- estoppel (i.e. the person entitled to the older right is estopped from invoking it because he
has created a contrary appearance) and other cases of apparent authority of the alienator;
(e.g. a clause in the contract of sale between A and B created the impression that B was
entitled to sell the property and pass ownership therein to a third party);
- leaving a mercantile agent in possession in his capacity as a mercantile agent (Factors Act
1889, s. 2)  ;
- leaving one’s seller in possession (case where the seller has sold twice) (including the case
where a third party is left to hold the goods for the seller) (Factors Act 1889, s. 8; SGA s. 24);
- buyer in possession despite reservation of title etc (SGA s. 25, Factors Act 1889, s. 9);
- hire-purchase of motor vehicles;
- absence of title of the alienator due to voidability of the contract on which it is based.
In some of these cases, even constructive delivery seems to be sufficient (namely under s. 25
SGA; under S.9 Factors Act if the goods are paid).

Larger protection is given to the acquirer of legal title under English law when the overriden
older interest is not a legal title (common law interest), but merely an equitable interest. In
that case, the acquirer for value without knowledge of the older equitable rights166 is
protected in principle without any further requirement (of possession, appearance etc.).

125b. Stricter rules will be found in Spanish and Portuguese law: The more restrictive rules
for stolen goods (see infra) are applied much more extensively : not only to lost or stolen
                                                  

165  E.g. WILHELM, Sachenrecht, n° 438 with references.
166 There is discussion in how far registration of e.g. charges constitutes (constructive) notice to third parties.
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goods, but also in case of abuse of confidence of goods entrusted to somebody (deposited
etc.) (for Spain, see art. 463 Spanish C.C, as interpreted by Tribunal Supremo 19-6-1945;
part of the doctrine rejects this position).

2° Good faith.

* Concept.

126. Good faith is another requirement, which can be found in all systems. The concept itself
is almost the same:  good faith is not only absent when the acquirer knew of the older right
(of the fact that the alienator had no sufficient authority to dispose of the goods) but also
when he should have known it167.

Most systems have a doctrine of constructive notice, excluding bona fide acquisition, in case
of registration of charges, pledges, mortgages etc. in public registers (where such registers
exist and registration is possible). As a result, the asset can be traced against the third party
acquirer. But not all forms of registration constitute constructive notice of acquirers of
movables168.

Apart from constructive notice by registration, the evaluation of good faith is slightly
different from country to country. Some countries accept a “duty to examine” more readily
than others. Under Belgian law, an acquirer can normally trust that an alienator in possession
of the thing also has authority to dispose of it. Under certain circumstances, however, the
acquirer has a duty to examine this, e.g. a professional buyer of second hand cars must
examine documents which can prove the ownership of the seller. The impossibility to inquire
after the facts is no defence if there were good grounds for reasonable doubt (Dutch BW
3:11). Other systems are sometimes less strict for the buyer. The BGB § 932 and Greek CC
1037 define absence of good faith as “knowledge or grossly negligent ignorance”. Under the
Austrian ABGB 367, good faith is also absent if based on slight negligence. English law has
a tendency to restrict bad faith to evident cases, e.g. if the acquirer sees a "sold" notice on the
goods.

* Exceptions

126b. Good faith is not required in those cases where registration of the older right is
constitutive or at least required in order to assert it against third parties in general; this is
often the case for security rights; in most jurisdictions, they cannot be asserted against an
acquirer of the goods if publicity is not met (classical examples: dispossession or registration
for pledges or charges). Even if the acquirer had actual knowledge of the older security
agreement, he overrides it. It is on the other hand not excluded that his behaviour may
constitute a tort (inducement of breach of contract e.g.).

                                                  
167 Comp. art. 3:11 Dutch NBW, ABGB § 326 and 328, etc.
168 Thus, registration of a reservation of title does not always exclude bona fide acquisition, eg in Swiss law.
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Under Swiss law, more generally the knowledge of the overriden older right by the acquirer
does not prevent him form acquiring in case the overriden older right was intended to
deceive third parties (Art. 717 ZGB).

* Less far-reaching in abstract systems

126c. Because in abstract systems acquisition is normally not dependent upon the validity of
an underlying contract, the knowledge or ignorance of its invalidity becomes irrelevant for
the good faith of a subsequent acquirer. He only has to ask for himself whether the alienator
was owner, not whether he has acquired on the basis of a valid title.

The abstraction principle has been introduced in all EC countries as to the transfer of
securities held in securities clearing systems (the abovementioned Directive 98/26/). As the
buyer acquires from the 'central counterparty`, who has acquired abstractly from the seller,
there is virtually no case where the acquirer would not be in good faith.

* Object

126d. There may be some discussion as to the object of good faith.

E.g. in German law, good faith must relate to the right of the alienator (his property right); it
is not sufficient that the acquirer believed that the alienator was not the owner, but has the
authority to dispose of the goods (e.g. as an undisclosed agent)169. This is also the dominant
opinion in Austrian law (disputed). Both systems make an exception when the seller is a
businessman (German and Austrian HGB § 366). This doctrine is related to the fact that, in
these systems, an undisclosed agent has to become owner himself in order to have authority
to dispose (double transfer, see supra). Most other systems are rather unclear on this point.

In English and Swiss law, good faith normally relates to the authority of the alienator.

Under Dutch law, as long as the first seller can exercise his ”recht van reclame”, the third
party is only protected against it if he “did not have to expect that the right would be
exercised."

In case of reservation of title, the buyer is normally in good faith, even if he knows (or
should know) of the reservation of title, as long as he could and did believe that
1° A was entitled to sell if the money would go to the owner, and
2° that this would effectively be the case (Dutch, Austrian, German ... law).
The rule does only apply in case of goods handed over to the first buyer for the purpose of a
resale and not to goods which are part of the permanent capital of the second seller (Austria).
The belief that A was entitled to sell is, according to German case law, not accepted when
the (sub-purchaser) includes stipulates a prohibition of assignment, because an entitlement to
                                                  

169 On the other hand, where the problem does not concern the authority granted to the agent by its principal,
but the absence of authority of the principal (authority as agent granted by a non-owner), good faith relates to
the title of the principal.
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sell is normally always coupled with an anticipatory assignment of the claim against the
(sub-)purchaser.

* Moment of time

126f. There is discussion whether it is sufficient to be in good faith when acquiring the thing,
or whether good faith must still be present when coming into factual possession of it. The
last solution is clearly found in BGB § 933 and is the dominant opinion in French-Belgian-
Italian law170, too, and also in Dutch law (concerning Art. 3:90, 2 NBW).

3° Titulus?

127. Clear differences can be found as to the titulus requirement. We have to deal with two
questions: the validity of the titulus and the onerous or gratuitous character.

Under French-Belgian and German law, the validity of the titulus is basically irrelevant. In
German law, this normally follows from the abstraction principle (see supra).

128.  French and Belgian law are, however, not abstract but causal. Still, in this respect, they
come close to abstract systems. Some differentiation is, however, necessary.  It is correct that
under Belgian law, the “real owner” cannot revindicate the goods directly from the acquirer,
where the acquirer has acquired on the basis of an invalid contract. But the “real owner” will
normally also be a creditor of the alienator, who on his turn could claim the goods back if the
contract between him and the acquirer is invalid. The “real owner” can, on the basis of art.
1166 C.C., “indirectly” exercise the claim of his debtor against the acquirer (debitor
debitoris) if the debtor doesn’t do so himself (so-called “indirect action”). However, he will
meet the defences which the acquirer (debitor debitoris) has against the alienator (e.g. a right
of suspending the restitution of the goods until the price paid is restituted, too). The acquirer
thus often enjoys protection at least for the “negative interest”.

In other causal systems, a valid titulus is necessary171, and an acquirer without valid titulus is
not protected against revindication (except in case of abstract transfer of securities). It is,
however, not excluded that the acquirer in good faith can claim compensation from the real
owner on the basis of tort.

129. The onerous or gratuitous character of the transaction (titulus) is also irrelevant in
French-Belgian law - except that the possibility - for the old owner - to use the actio
Pauliana is larger (fraud on the side of the alienator is sufficient, fraud on the side of the
acquirer is not necessary).

For Germany, see BGB § 929 a contrario (no titulus required; the bona fide acquirer
becomes owner even if he acquired gratuitously, but in the last case, he has an obligation to
                                                  

170 For Italy, see Cass.(It.) 24 June 1995 no. 7202 and Cass. (It.) 12 June 1976, no. 2178.
171  Italian CC art. 1153 (titolo idoneo); Dutch NBW 3:86 juncto 3:84, Swiss ZGB 714 II and 933, etc.
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transfer the things back on the basis of unjust enrichment - BGB § 816, I, 2 -).

In many other legal systems, only acquirers for value are protected (e.g. Dutch BW 3:86,
Austrian ABGB § 367; English Sale of Goods Act S. 25 - the protection is basically one of
buyers only; see also infra on Spain).

129b. In some jurisdictions finally, the protection of an acquirer is seriously limited by a
redemption right of the dispossessed owner (right to claim back the goods against
compensation of the price paid by the acquirer), e.g. in Finland.

Such a redemption right of the older owner is on the other hand generally found in case of
security rights (they are be purged by paying the outstanding debt); but this is even the case
when the security was given with full authority.

130. NB. In certain cases, the acquirer becomes owner anyway due to accession, confusion,
etc.  but reservation made for a possible obligation of restitution or compensation. E.g.
money or most other generic goods.

b) Stricter rules.

1° Lost or stolen goods, or more generally "involuntary dispossession"

131. In most jurisdictions, the above mentioned rules on the protection of a bona fide
acquirer are excluded in all or some cases of involuntary dispossession. The precise rules
vary a lot. Further, to understand their role, one also has to take into account the possibility
of acquisitive prescription and/or prescription of the revindication (dealt with supra). We
indicate them, staring from the most restrictive systems

131a. First, there are some legal systems offering no protection at all (at least not before
prescription) for the acquirer of lost or stolen goods, except for buyers at an auction. This is
the rule in e.g. German (BGB § 935) and Polish (CC art. 169 § 2) law :
a) The acquirer is only protected when he acquired at a public auction; in other cases, there

is no protection, not even for the negative interest (no market overt rule).
b) In German law, lost or stolen is understood rather widely, e.g. picking fruits after having

obtained permission from someone presenting himself wrongly as the owner of the
orchard. The rule on lost and stolen goods is further traditionally applied also in case of
abuse of confidence of a Besitzdiener (possession servant) and dispossession (even
voluntary) by a person without legal capacity (minors etc.).

In England and Scotland too, the market overt rule (protection of buyers in normal business)
in the SGA has been abolished in 1994 (repeal of S. 22(1) SGA). On the other hand, the
acquirer (for value) is protected where the older property right was not a legal, but only an
equitable interest.
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131b. Secondly, a number of legal systems offer a limited protection to buyers in normal
business, including auctions and markets (market overt rule).

In French-Belgian and Swiss law (Art. 2279-2280 CC and Swiss ZGB 934) the protection of
the acquirer in good faith of lost or stolen goods is:
a) limited to the “negative interest” in case the goods were acquired in normal business or
market overt. This means that, if the acquirer has acquired the goods in good faith in regular
trade or on a market or auction, the revindicating owner must restitute the price paid by the
acquirer.
b) absent in other cases.
As said supra, the revindication prescribes after 3 years (5 years in Swiss law) from the
moment the goods were lost or stolen.

In Spanish & Portuguese law, the protection of the acquirer in good faith (before
prescription) is equally limited to the “negative interest” in case the goods were acquired in
auction or normal business (incl. markets) - i.e. the real owner can only recover the thing
from the buyer if he reimburses him of its price) and absent in other cases. See art. 466
Spanish CC and art. 1301º Portuguese CC. Further, this restrictive rule applies much more
extensively: not only to lost or stolen goods, but also in case of abuse of confidence of goods
entrusted to somebody (deposited etc.) (see supra).

131c. Thirdly, a number of legal systems offer a full protection to buyers in normal business
(market overt rule).

In Austria, in cases of involuntary dispossession, the protection of the acquirer is good faith :
- is “positive” if the buyer purchased it in good faith in a public auction or if the seller is a
businessman in whose business such objects are sold (acquirer becomes owner), and
- excluded in other cases (apart from prescription after 3 years of possession, see supra).

131 d. Fourthly, a number of legal systems offer a full protection to buyers of stolen goods in
normal business and to buyers of lost goods.

In Dutch law, the abovementioned protection does fully apply to lost goods. It does not
apply to stolen goods, except if acquired in normally established business (thus excluding
protection for goods bought on an auction or a market) (3:86, al 2 NBW). The acquirer is
under a duty to inform the older owner how he obtained the goods.

In Finland, the additional requirement applies only when the real owner has been deprived of
a movable object owing to petty theft, theft, robbery or extortion. In other cases the normal
protection applies.

131e. Finally, Italian law applies the abovementioned protection of bona fide acquirers to all
cases, except where the acquirer knew about the illegal origin of the goods (Art. 1154 Italian
CC).
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Special cases : money and documentary intangibles (negotiable instruments).

132. Revindication against a possessor in good faith is excluded in case of money (even if
one knows the numbers of the banknotes)172.

133. In many countries, revindication is also excluded in case of loss or theft of documentary
intangibles (negotiable instruments: shares, other securities, etc.), e.g. German BGB § 935,
Swiss ZGB 935, Polish CC art. 169 II, Italian CC art. 1994 and Austrian law (HGB).
However, this principle is to a large extent set aside by other rules organising a procedure for
the dispossessed party to annul the document and publish this annulation – see BGB § 799,
Polish CC art. 921-14 ff., art. 981 ff. Swiss ZGB, etc. Under e.g. the Belgian Act of 24 July
1921 (as amended), the dispossessed party has also the possibility to publish the loss or theft
of the documents; from that moment on, third parties can no longer acquire “in good faith”.

The special rules for securities held in securities clearing systems have been mentioned
supra.

2° Other specific rules.

134. Other special rules and exceptions concern e.g. goods subject to registration, treated as
immovables (esp. big ships), and in some countries airplanes, cars, etc. There are also a
number of specific rules concerning rights of pledge (e.g. different forms of pledge without
dispossession, with or without registration).

2. Protection of the acquirer of immovables (incl. other things subject to registration).

135. Compared to the acquirer of movable things, the acquirer of an immovable is rarely
protected where the alienator had no authority to dispose of it or exceeded his authority.

Generally speaking, three types of requirement can again be found for the protection of the
acquirer: a valid titulus (not in abstract systems), good faith and requirements concerning
publicity. As to the last requirement, there are, however, very different systems.

a) Valid titulus.

136. In all causal systems, including this time the Belgian-French one, a valid titulus of
acquisition (sale, donation, etc.) is required (NB. if the invalidity is merely “relative” in
favour of the acquirer, it cannot be invoked by other persons). It is usually not required that
the goods are acquired for value; acquisition by donation, etc. is equally protected (except
for the larger possibilities of the actio Pauliana). In some systems, however, only acquirers
for value are protected

                                                  
172 E.g. BGB § 935, art. 2279 III Belgian CC, art. 935 Swiss ZGB, Austria.
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Only abstract systems, like the German, have a different rule. Still, on the basis of specific
provisions, the acquirer is not protected if he acquired by donation (more exactly: in case the
acquisition by the donator is annulled, the acquirer is owner, but has to give the thing back
ex BGB § 822).

b) Good faith.

137. Secondly, the acquirer must in principle be in good faith. To be considered in good
faith, it is normally not necessary to make further enquiries when consultation of the land
registers doesn’t reveal any problem (explicit rule in German law). As to immovables, it is
clearly established in Belgian case law (differing in this respect from movable things) that
good faith must only be present at the moment the goods were acquired inter partes  (i.e.
normally the date of the sales contract). Mala fides superveniens non nocet: later knowledge
cannot harm the acquirer anymore. The same applies in most jurisdictions, but as indicates
supra, acquisition of immovables will often require a formal act and/or registration173.

However, to see the practical importance of this requirement, one has to keep in mind that in
many systems, registration is considered a “constitutive” requirement for transfer of
immovables (see supra) and good faith is thus not required if the older pretender has not
registered his titulus (deed).
Under Italian law, the result is similar, although publicity is not constitutive between the
parties. Italian law has a "race" system : when the second acquirer registers first, he wins,
even if he had notice of the prior sale (and transfer).
Under Belgian and French law, such a rule does only apply to certain property rights like
mortgages, certain types of acquisition of property like substitutions, and some other cases,
like property reverting to the older alienator due to termination of the earlier titulus. In all
other cases, good faith is required, even if the party with the older right has not published
(registered) it. Belgian and French law thus have a "notice" system: the subsequent purchaser
can only be protected if he is without notice of the prior transfer. More correctly, Belgium
has a "race-notice" statute : the subsequent purchase will only be protected against prior
unregistered instruments if he registers before the prior instrument is registered (see infra).

The good faith requirement is absent in fully “positive” systems of registration, such as the
Torrens Act (infra), because registration as such confers ownership. However, acquisition in
bad faith will normally give rise to an obligation to compensate the former owner.

c) Publicity / registration.

138. Publicity, i.e. registration, is the third requirement for protection of the acquirer of
immovables. However, there is a large variety as to the precise role of publicity and its
effects. We can roughly distinguish three types of systems:

1° Registration of title - Torrens system.
                                                  

173 For the moment at which good faith must be present, see i.a. BGB § 892 II (request for registration).
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139. The most far-reaching system is found in the Australian Torrens System, which has
been copied  in various continents (including by colonisers in their colonies, even where they
didn’t succeed in reforming their domestic law; e.g. the Belgians in Rwanda, the French in
some other African countries; further examples include a number of American states and
Canadian provinces, Malaysia, Jamaica, etc.). Not the transaction is registered, but the right
of property itself, at least in the most radical version of the Torrens system. The person who
is registered as the owner is automatically the owner; where the titulus of his acquisition was
invalid or the alienator had no authority to dispose of the land, the acquirer will only have an
obligation to transfer it back. In some jurisdictions with a Torrens system, acquisition by
prescription based on adverse possession remains possible.

Evidently, such a system requires a tight control of registration: registration of a new owner
is only possible on the basis of a document emanating from the party who was registered as
the (former) owner. Further, registration is constitutive of the property right: for those parts
of the land falling under the register, no property rights are possible without registration (in
many countries, large parts of the land are not registered; property rights on such land will
not have the same character and are usually merely “equitable” rights or limited property
rights).

2° Public faith system.

140. An intermediate position can be found in those countries where the fact of obtaining a
registration as owner is in itself not sufficient, but the land register has “public faith”
(öffentlicher Glauben)174. This means that a party acquiring in good faith from an alienator
who was registered as entitled in the land register (and not restricted by a prenotation
(Vormerkung) nor contradicted by an opposition (Widerspruch) or "caveat", is always
protected.

Such a system can be found in Germany (BGB § 892), and to a large extent in Austria,
Switzerland (art. 973 Swiss ZGB), Greece and the Netherlands (NBW art. 3:24 to 3/26 j°
3:17, with a number of exceptions: the bona fide acquirer is in principle protected against
any fact which could have been registered, but was not) (as to art. 3:88 NBW, another
protective rule, it is discussed infra in comparison with French and Belgian law). The same
principles apply to registered land in England and Scotland175 (in both countries, not all land
is registered in the Land Register; unregistered land is governed by the old merely negative
system of registration of deed, as infra; such a situation is also found in a number of
countries outside Europe).

Registration in such a system is not registration of the title, i.e. the property right itself, but
registration of the deed (contract, titulus) or other fact giving rise to the property right. At
                                                  

174 The public faith may have a wider function than protecting acquirers in good faith. see e.g.w BGB § 893
(payment to a party registered as owner equals payment to the owner).
175 Land register 1981, in contrast to the old register of Seisines.
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least for transfer of property s.s., such registration is constitutive. In some jurisdictions, a
prenotation (Vormerkung, provisional registration - see e.g. BGB § 883) is possible, giving
rise to some of the effects of registration already (esp. constructive notice of third parties).
Comparable techniques are used in some negative systems (see infra).

Depending on the extent to which a system of public faith is applied, there will be a duty of
the keeper of the registers to control the authority of the alienator. Thus, under German and
Swiss law176, registration is impossible without the permission of the person who is actually
registered as owner.

NB. In such systems, there are some possibilities to register forms of opposition if one
doesn’t agree with the indications in the register (e.g. Widerspruch (opposition) in the
German register - BGB § 894 ff. and 899, etc.). Such possibilities also exist in merely
negative systems as the Belgian one (e.g. “marginal inscription” (kantmelding) of a
summons to obtain termination or avoidance of an earlier transaction).

To make the comparison more complete, one should also take into the possibility of
prenotation (Vormerkung) in some jurisdictions, esp. German law (and projected in Dutch
law). When completed in this way, the picture changes. The difference between the merely
negative French system and the German public faith system becomes clearer; indeed, the
Vormerkung procures nearly the same protection in the latter as registration in the former;
but the latter is characterised by an additional stage in which the lack of authority to dispose
of the alienator is purged. This comparison of effects is more relevant than a comparison of
the mere rule on “transfer of property” in itself, which may hide big differences as to the real
meaning of “transfer of property”.

3° Merely “negative” systems of registration of deeds.

141. The Belgian-French-Italian system is a merely negative system of registration of
deeds177. There is no general protection of an acquirer in good faith; protection is only given
in specific types of situations. There is no registration on a sectional (territorial) basis,
registration is "personal" (you must search on the basis of the name of a person).
Registration of the deed is not constitutive of transfer, but plays a certain role in order to
protect the acquirer in certain cases. Apart from some specific exceptions (at least in France,
where publicity does not seem to be required in case of “short” prescription (10 or 20 years,
as opposed to the long prescription of 30 years)), registration of one’s own deed will always
be a necessary requirement for protection, but not a sufficient one. Such registration consists
of the “transcription” of a notarial deed of transfer (or mere inscription in certain cases like
mortgages) in the land register (called mortgage register). According to the letter of the

                                                  
176 Swiss ZGB art. 656 II.
177 There are other jurisdictions with a negative system which is quite different. E.g. in South African law
(Deeds registries Acts of 1913 and 1937), registers are kept on a sectional base (and not on the basis of the
name of the person) and the registrar has a duty to check a number of factors; but the registers do not have
the same public faith as in Dutch or German law.
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Belgian statute (art. 1 Mortgages Act), this publicity is only seen as a means of organising
the bad faith of subsequent acquirers. Nevertheless, case law has constructed this publicity
also as a necessary requirement for an acquirer in order to be protected against older
property claims (Cass. 11-2-1915), and even against third parties who acquired competing
property rights subsequently, but before the publicity is fulfilled (case of a double sale of the
same land).

142. In most causal systems, it is, in case of conflict with older property rights (or property
rights in the meantime acquired), not only necessary that the titulus of the acquirer itself (the
deed) is transcribed (except in case of 30 year prescription), but also all the preceding deeds
(tituli) up to the person from whom the other party derives his right (thus up to the moment
where the conflict originates). It is, however, unnecessary to go back more than the period
necessary for prescription. This search is superfluous in abstract systems and other systems
where the registers have “public faith” (the acquirer doesn’t have to look at the predecessor
of the alienator) - see e.g. BGB § 892.

In the French-Belgian system, publicity is only imposed in case of transfer (or constitution)
inter vivos, between living people, and not in case of transfer mortis causa, by last will etc.

143. Examples (all in the hypothesis of parties in good faith):
- A sells to B, who sells to C or gives a right of mortgage to C. Meanwhile A sells again to
D. Even if the sale B-C (or the constitution of mortgage B-C) is already transcribed, D will
get priority if he transcribes his titulus before the transcription of the sale or mortgage
between A and B.
- A sells to B, who gives a right of mortgage to bank C. Before the sale was transcribed, D -
a creditor of B - seizes the land. If the mortgage was not registered before the seizure, C will
not get priority over B, and the product of a forced sale of the land will be distributed
proportionally between B and C.
- A sells to B, who gives a right of mortgage to bank C. Before the sale was transcribed, D -
a creditor of A - seizes the land. Even if the mortgage was already registered before the
seizure, D will obtain priority over C and be paid first.

144. As said, registration is not a sufficient condition for protection of a bona fide acquirer.
Under Belgian law, such an acquirer is only protected in a limited number of cases, namely:
- when the other party has not fulfilled the publicity requirements relating his own
acquisition (where they are prescribed by law) (art. 1 Statute on Privileges and Hypothecs);
the typical case is the double sale.
- when the other party has not fulfilled the publicity requirements to preserve his right to
terminate or revoke the contract by which the goods where transferred to the alienator (A
sells to B; B sells to C; afterwards, the sale A-B is terminated by A, e.g. because of breach of
contract of B. A has, however, not taken care of entering his rights in the act of sale as it has
been transcribed in the land register) (art. 28 Statute on Privileges and Hypothecs). This rule
does not apply when the right of the older owner is not a right to terminate but to avoid the
earlier contract (nullity).
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- in case of public and unambiguous possession by the acquirer during a period of 10 or 20
years (depending on the residence of the older proprietor) (so-called “short” prescription, i.e.
shorter than the long term prescription of 30 years) (art. 2265-2272 C.C.).

As to the opposite question, namely how the first buyer can protect himself against a second
sale, the possibility of prenotation or similar devices have been introduced in e.g. Italian law
(since 1998), Spanish law and English law.

145. Differing from e.g. French law (theory of “error communis”) or Dutch law (Dutch
NBW 3:88), Belgian law has not clearly developed a protection of the acquirer against other
causes of absence of authority of the alienator which he couldn’t know.
French law will protect the acquirer e.g. in case of a subsequent avoidance or annulment of
the earlier acquisition (A sells to B; B sells to C; afterwards, the sale A-B is annulled by A,
e.g. because of fraud by B), on the basis of the doctrine of appearance: B was an apparent
owner. Although the result is in line with a more general tendency, the doctrinal basis is
questionable, and is linked to the typically French (and partly English) blurring of property
law and law of obligations (the doctrine of appearance may subvert the whole set of rules of
property law and can therefore not be applied without further qualifications).
Dutch law has a specific article in the code to this effect (art. 3:88 NBW). Public faith
systems do not need such a rule. If there is no such “public faith” of the registers, an abstract
system will normally reach a similar result anyway (because the transfer is normally not
affected by the invalidity of the underlying obligation).
Belgian law will only protect the acquirer if the older proprietor has not fulfilled publicity
requirements prescribed for the conservation of his right, which is esp. the case for rights of
termination (see preceding No.), but not for nullities (right to avoidance).

3. Protection of the acquirer of creditors’ rights

146. In most countries, the rules concerning choses in action, esp. creditors’ rights, are
similar to those relating to immovables. We’re only dealing with nominative rights, as rights
to bearer (e.g. shares to bearer) or to order (e.g. promissory notes), are incorporated in a
document (negotiable instrument) and treated as movable things.

a) Publicity.

147. Most countries have a publicity requirement for bona fide acquisition of creditor’s
rights in the form of notice to the debitor cessus. These formalities were very strict under the
Code Napoléon (art. 1690). They have been simplified (eased) in Italy in 1942 (art. 1264
Italian C.C.), in Portugal and in Belgium in 1994 (new art. 1690). Before (old art. 1690), a
formal notification - by bailiff - of the transfer (assignment) to the debitor cessus (debtor of
the assigned right) was necessary; now, it is sufficient that the debtor of the right was
informed in any manner of the transfer (assignment). For certain types of rights, a more
formal notification is still necessary. France has simplified publicity only in favour of certain
assignees (financial institutions especially, loi-Dailly). A rather simple publicity is also the
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rule in most other jurisdictions, such as in Nordic countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark), in Greek, Dutch (art. 3:94 NBW: written act and notice), Scots, and English and
Irish (written act and notice) law and is also found in the Draft PECL (art. 12:401 : notice178;
from art. 12:303 it follows that notice must be in writing).

In the French-Italian-Belgian-Portuguese system and in the PECL, publicity is again only
necessary for protection against older rights (see supra); in Dutch and Scots law, it is
constitutive for transfer itself (but a “silent pledge” is possible without notice to the debitor
cessus). In English law, a non-communicated assignment gives only rise to an “equitable”
right, not to “legal” ownership.

In German law, there is no publicity required for an assignment (Abtretung). But there is also
no protection of the second acquirer in case of double assignment, etc. A similar approach is
found in Austrian and Spanish law (although some formality to certify the date is required at
least in certain cases).

b) Titulus.

148. Except where the system is abstract, the titulus  must be valid, but it is not necessary for
the protection of the acquirer that the right was acquired for value (comp. the rules on
immovables).

In German law, the titulus plays no role anyway (see movable things and immovables); as to
the assignment of creditors’ rights, there is in addition the idea that there is only one
agreement (instead of an obligatory and a “real” agreement), the Abtretrungsvertrag.

c) Good faith.

149. The acquirer must have acquired in good faith. The dominant doctrine in Belgium
considers that good faith must still be present at the moment at which the debtor is informed;
this is contested by some authors. Under the PECL (art. 12:401), it is sufficient that the
assignee is in good faith at the time of assignment (inter partes).

d) Cases of protection.

150. Belgian law as well as the PECL only deal with competing transfers (double
assignment, or competing assignment and pledge, etc.).  It could be said that more generally,
the acquirer of a claim will be protected when the older pretender has not fulfilled himself
the legal publicity. It is not clear whether an acquirer who fulfils the three above mentioned
requirements is protected against older property rights in other cases; in some of them
protection will be given on the basis of the doctrine of the “apparent creditor” (art. 1240
                                                  
178 Article 12:401 PECL - Priorities “(1)Where there are successive assignments of the same claim, the assignee
whose assignment is first notified to the debtor has priority over any earlier assignee of whose assignment he
neither knew nor ought to have known at the time of the assignment to him”.
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C.C.), which, however, as such only governs the internal relationship between creditor and
debtor.

4. Protection of the acquirer of intellectual property rights.

151. The rules concerning intellectual property rights are, again, often similar, to those for
immovables, exception made for copyrights. All other intellectual rights are subjected to
publicity in the form of a register (patent register, Benelux trademark register, Benelux
models and design register, European trademark register, European Patent Office, etc.).

In some countries, bona fide acquisition is excluded in this field (e.g. Sweden).
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IV. Enforcement law in its relation to property law.

A. Enforcement and other measures in favour of creditors.

1. Conservatory measures.

There is a lot of variation among the European jurisdictions. Most systems have the
following :

a) Conservatory seizure (arrest of goods):

152. Most jurisdictions give a creditor the possibility to “freeze” assets of his debtors, in
most cases only with the permission of the judge. Under Belgian law such a conservatory
seizure can moreover be applied on the basis of a judgement condemning the debtor (even if
not enforceable)179 or on the basis of simple written document in case of seizure of claims
(creditors’ rights). It can be a seizure in view of a later procedure of forced sale, or in view
of revindication of property, or as an evidentiary measure (esp. seizure of counterfeited
goods - in case of violation of intellectual property rights).

Comp. the Mareva injunction in English law.

b) Some other provisional measures in the form of injunctions,

153. Examples under Belgian law : sequestration of goods, interdiction to dispose of them
(e.g. in case of marital problems, art. 223 Belgian CC), etc.

2. Retention rights, compensation of claims or debts, collection of pledged debts and similar
forms of private justice.

3. Enforcement s.s.

154. This requires an “enforceable title”, namely a judgement which is enforceable (not
subject to appeal or declared enforceable notwithstanding appeal) (including an “exequatur”
of a foreign judgement or arbitral award180) or a notarised deed. In some cases, summary
proceedings are organised (esp. in favour of creditors having a right of mortgage or pledge).
An enforceable title is usually not required to profit from collective insolvency proceedings,
such as bankruptcy or collective debt liquidation..

                                                  

179 Including a judgement from another EU country, see Art. 39 E.Ex. (European Judgements Convention).
180 The rules have been simplified in the framework of the EU - cfr. the Brussels/San Sebastian Convention
(now an EC regulation) and the Lugano Judgements Convention - or on the basis of other treaties. But there
is no European “executory title”, only national ones.
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Monetary debts are enforced by recourse on the assets of the debtor (forced sale) - see B.

Non-monetary condemnations can be enforced in different ways. Common to them is the
possibility of an astreinte, i.e. a penalty imposed by the judge in case of non-compliance
with his decision. When the astreinte is forfeited, it is the other party (and not the state, as in
Germany or the U.K.) who is entitled to the money.

Different possibilities:
- condemnation based on a property right: normally capable of direct enforcement (seizure of
the goods, expulsion of an ex-tenant, etc.), where necessary with (police) force;
- condemnation to do something: indirect enforcement by entrusting the act to a third party
and recovering the costs from the debtor;
- obligation not to do: re-establishment of the former situation, where necessary with (police)
force;
- obligation to give: the judgement itself can take the place of the necessary deed. In case of
sale of land e.g., the judge can provide that the judgement itself can be transcribed in the
land register.

B. Enforcement s.s. by seizure and forced sale or in the framework of insolvency
proceedings.

1. Bankruptcy and similar collective insolvency proceedings or liquidation.

155. This applies in case of organised collective insolvency proceedings, such as bankruptcy
or collective debt liquidation (collectieve schuldenregeling, règlement collective de dettes -
in those countries where bankruptcy only applies to merchants, such as France and
Belgium).

The assets will be realised (sold) by an insolvency administrator (appointed by court) and the
product will be distributed to the creditors according to the legal order of privileges, and,
when all privileged debts are paid, proportionately. More precisely, one could indicate the
following order:

a) “separatists”, i.e. creditors with a real right (pledge or mortgage), who can pursue the
forced sale themselves, even in case of bankruptcy. Most creditors with a specific
privilege belong also to this category. Even if such is not the case, they get priority over
the concurring creditors (c and d), but not over b. There is a tendency in modern
legislation to restrict this separatism, and to subject all creditors, including pledgees and
sellers with reservation of title, to the insolvency administration. This can be seen e.g. in
the new Belgian bankruptcy Act 1997, and the new German Insolvency Act (distinction
between “Aussonderung” and “Absonderung”)

E.g. expenses made for the conservation of goods of the debtor (art. 20, 4° Belgian Statute
on Privileges and Hypothecs).
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b) creditors of the liquidation (créanciers de la masse, boedelschulden)

Every time one or more goods are seized or crystallised for liquidation, costs made for the
liquidation itself enjoy priority over all other creditors who concur on those goods. This
applies esp. to costs made to keep a business going concern in order to be sold more
profitably after bankruptcy.
If, however, a seizure or liquidation is absorbed by a bigger one (e.g. bankruptcy after
seizure), this priority is lost (the claim for these costs could then possible get priority on
another ground, e.g. the already mentioned 20, 4° Belgian Statute on Privileges and
Hypothecs).

c) creditors with a general privilege. Although they are “concurring” (not separatist, but
taking part in the concursus of creditors), they are paid before the other concurring
creditors.
E.g. privileges of tax authorities and social security services.

d) chirographary creditors, i.e. concurring creditors without a privilege. They will get a
proportionate share of the product remaining after payment of the privileged creditors.

156. Bankruptcy (and collective debt liquidation, where it exists) can be qualified as a
general and collective seizure. General, because all goods of the debtor are seized (with a
few exceptions), collective because the measure is automatically in favour of all (at least all
concurring) creditors.

Some jurisdictions (such as French and Belgian law), buit not all have developed a wide
notion of “concursus”, englobing not only bankruptcy and other organised forms of
insolvency administration, but also other forms of liquidation of a patrimony, such as
liquidation of a company, or of a succession in case of beneficiary acceptance (the difference
between most of these and bankruptcy, is that they usually take place on the initiative of the
debtor, heir, etc. himself). In German law, “Konkurs” has a stricter meaning.

2. Individual acts of enforcement (seizures).

157. There are fundamental differences in the law relating to the effects of individual acts of
enforcement in relation to other creditors.181 Such acts will usually consist of a seizure
practised by an official (bailiff) on the request of a creditor with an enforceable title
(judgement).

In the majority of European jurisdictions (such as under German, Austrian, English, Irish,
Scots, Swedish, Danish law, Spanish, Portuguese and most Latin American legal systems),
the creditor who seizes first, gets priority, unless a bankruptcy is organised. In German law,
                                                  

181 For an overview, see K. KERAMEUS, “Distribution proceedings and relationships among creditors in a
comparative perspective”, in Liber amicorum Kurt Siehr, TMC Asser Press 2000, 311 ff.
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seizure is leading to a right of pledge based on a unilateral act.

Under French, Italian, Belgian, Dutch, Japanese and South African law, traditionally no
priority is given to a single creditor first seizing the goods. On the contrary, most
substantive182 rules applying in bankruptcy and similar organised insolvency proceedings
also apply to other types of seizure, including seizure on the initiative of a single creditor.
Other creditors can concur in the procedure following the seizure, and the creditor who took
the initiative doesn’t get any specific priority. The bailiff has to take into account the rights
of any other creditor who has already started some measure of enforcement of who
intervenes in the procedure. Seizure is thus in principle a collective measure.

Belgian law is the most extreme example of a collective conception of seizure and will
become even more so when the Act of May 29, 2000 on the Central Register of Seizures will
enter into force. Most other jurisdictions have, on the contrary, partially abolished the
collectivist system. Thus in France priority is given to the first coming creditor in case of
seizure of claims (saisie-attribution, ) and in case of seizure of immovable assets (judicial
mortgage, hypothèque judiciaire)

Swiss law has an intermediate position.

158. Where the object of a seizure is a creditors’ right to payment of a sum of money, this
right is not sold, but simply collected (unless it is a long term debt).
Where the debt to be enforced is an obligation of support or maintenance (for (ex-)family
members), the creditor can, instead of seizing his debtor’s assets, also ask permission to the
judge to receive the money owed to his debtor directly from the third party (debtor of his
debtor) by way of “income delegation”.

158 bis. Different jurisdictions have different rules in order to procure the creditor (or his
representative, such as the insolvency administrator) information on the assets of the debtor.
A modern technique is the “déclaration de patrimoine”, sanctioned with criminal sanctions.

C. Protection of concurring creditors against older property rights of third parties.

159. Normally, concurring creditors can only recover their debts on the assets belonging to
their debtor. They are normally bound by the fluctuations in the patrimony of their debtor
and can only insure themselves against such fluctuations by taking security (such as
mortgage or pledge), unless the fluctuations are the result of fraudulent behaviour of their
debtor (in which case they can use the actio Pauliana).

On the other hand, general creditors can “realise” (make “real”) their right to the assets of
their debtor by seizing them (one speaks sometimes of “crystallisation”), and in doing so
they are sometimes protected in a similar way as acquirers in good faith. As long as such
“realisation” does not take place, they are only protected against fraud, but in case of seizure
                                                  

182 The procedure being different.
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and similar collective measures, they are also protected sometimes against “silent” property
rights of third parties, i.e. property rights not made public in due form.

The extent to which this idea is present in legal systems varies enormously.

1. Immovables

160. As to immovables, creditors can seize them as long as they are registered in the name of
their debtor. Older property rights cannot be opposed to them if they are not registered (land
register) before the seizure or bankruptcy. Normally, this question can only arise when
registration is not constitutive (see, however, the role of prenotation (Vormerkung)). It is
quite striking that the content of the registers is crucial in nearly all legal systems for the
conflict with the creditors of one of the parties, although the meaning of registration for the
relationship between the parties and for bona fide acquisition varies a lot. It must be
specified also that under German law, the buyer is protected against the creditors of the seller
from the prenotation (Vormerkung) on, although he’s not yet the owner of the land (BGB §
883 II). Inversely, under Belgian law e.g. the seller is protected against the creditors of the
buyer as long as the transfer is not entered into the registers, even if the seller is no longer
the owner (after registration, he’s still protected if a charge or mortgage is registered). The
answer to the question who is the owner has thus only a limited value in this respect.

2. Creditors’ rights

160bis. As to creditors’ rights apparently belonging to the debtor, most jurisdictions apply a
comparable system (Scotland, Nordic countries, Portugal, Greece, France, Italy), with a
number of exceptions  (infra). This is evident where notification is constitutive (e.g. Scots
law), but applies also in most countries where it is not constitutive, but nevertheless
determines the priority in case of conflicting property rights (see supra).

This does evidently not apply in those jurisdictions where, as a matter of principle, publicity
plays no role in the field of creditors’ rights, such as German, Austrian and Spanish law
(Austrian and Spanish law, however, basically require some other formality, data certa
(fixed date) in Spanish law, entry in the books of the assignor under Austrian law).

It does not apply either under Dutch law, as far as the requirements for a “silent pledge” are
met, under the French loi-Dailly, the Italian and the Belgian Factoring Acts, and in English
law (in the last one, the assignee merely acquires an equitable interest, but with priority over
the creditors of the assignor) and South African law, and under the PECL183.

                                                  
183 Draft PECL 12:401 “(3) In the event of the assignor's bankruptcy, the assignee's interest in the assigned claims
has priority over the interest of the assignor's insolvency administrator and creditors, subject to:
(a) conformity with any publicity requirements prescribed by the law of the bankruptcy, or by any law
determined as applicable by the law of the bankruptcy, as a condition of such priority;  and
(b) any special rules of bankruptcy law relating to the subordination of claims or the avoidance of
transactions.”
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Under Belgian law, the majority doctrine rejects a similar protection of the general creditors
on the basis of art. 1690 CC (as modified 1994). Some authors, however, take a different
stand, claiming that such creditors are equally protected against assignments, pledges etc.
which have not been communicated to the debtor of their debtor.

For nomintaive shares in companies, some jurisdictions have stricter rules than for claims in
general, and require registration in the share register.

3. Movables

160ter. As to movables, the doctrine of apparent or reputed ownership (based on factual
possession), is much less widely applied. However, it survives in different jurisdictions in
different degrees.

d) security interests

The most radical system is the German one : creditors do not enjoy any protection on this
basis. Except in case of fraud (sanctioned by the Actio pauliana etc.), they are bound by any
transfer effected by their debtor, whether the transaction is a true sale or a security agreement
(in theory, they are protected against silent pledge by the requirement of dispossession for
pledge, but this is circumvented by the recognition of fiduciary transfers). The only other EU
jurisdiction going nearly as far is the Dutch one, with this notable difference that fiduciary
transfers are in principle forbidden since 1992 (New CC) and replaced by silent pledges.

In German and Dutch law, it is basically absent, and creditors are only protected with the
specific remedies of fraus creditorum.

160quater. Most other countries do not recognise in general security interests granted
without dispossession, but most of them do :
- recognise security interest for purchase money (i.e. in favour of the seller) mostly without
any publicity - this is esp. the case for reservation of title clauses, now generally recognised
in the EU (in Belgium since the 1997 Bankruptcy Act)184;
c) recognise specific types of security interests or security interests in specific types of

goods, but basically only where other publicity requirements - such as registration - are
fulfilled. These security interests can be fixed charges185 or floating charges186.

                                                  
184 In some countries, registration is required in an number of cases, e.g. Spain.
185 E.g. in Sweden (mortgage on ships and boats); Scotland (ship or aircraft mortgage (“hypothec”));
Belgium (pledge over business undertaking fonds de commerce; “agricultural privilege”); France (pledge over
business undertaking fonds de commerce; pledge over cinema films; guarantee over agricultural goods;
guarantee over hotel equipment material); Italy (different specific forms); chattel mortgage in Denmark; some
specific forms of pledge in Austria; Greece (pledge on enterprise; on the content of a storehouse; on
agricultural inventory; on tobacco; on movie films machinery and rights arising out of the films’ exploitation;
on cars and machinery  Portugal (cars); England (fixed charges, to be registered in order to be effective against
creditors); Germany (specific registered pledges on airplanes, ships, agricultural inventory (Pachtkredit) and
cables lying in the high sea (Kabelpfand)).
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Further, even when recognised, the security character of the interest always entails some
restrictions compared to (full) ownership. The interest is accessory to the secured debt. This
often means that the creditors can claim the asset (in order to realise it) by paying the
secured debt. Bankruptcy laws tend to give them this right even when they pay only the main
debt (e.g. art. 107 Belgian bankruptcy Act on reservation of title – unless notice of
termination of the sale was given before bankruptcy).

b) “True sales”

160quinquies. On the other hand, the doctrine of apparent or reputed ownership has lost a lot
of ground when applied to other transactions than security transactions, i.e. “true sales”.
Whereas in most countries the acquirer of a security interest is not protected against the other
creditors of the debtor, unless publicity requirements are fulfilled (see supra, exceptions are
esp. Germany and the Netherlands), a buyer usually is. Some systems, however, do not put
the buyer in a better position.

Most systems start from the principle that the creditors have no recourse against goods
bought by third parties once title has passed, even if the seller has not factually delivered
them  (Finland, Denmark, Netherlands (3:90 does not protect the concurrent creditors),
Portugal, Italy (except for goods which have to be registered), South Africa etc.). In English
law, the doctrine of apparent or reputed ownership, found in the old Bankruptcy Act of 1914
(and before since 1623) is virtually absent from the new Insolvency Act 1986187. Before, it
did apply in case of bankruptcy of individual merchants (not companies), unless the creditors
had to know (on the basis of a usage e.g.) that the goods were not the property of the
bankrupt party in factual possession.

A more complex answer must be given in some other countries, where the creditors enjoy
some protection against “silent” alienations by their debtor even if fraud is not established.
Thus, in Austrian law, the buyer is only protected when he has paid the price already (this
follows from § 21 (1) of the Bankruptcy Code). Belgian case law arrives at the same result,
by presuming that the goods are not paid yet as long as they’re in possession of the seller,
unless fraud is totally excluded. Comp. also Art. 621 Italian code of civil procedure188.

The doctrine of reputed ownership is widely applied in Sweden, thus granting the creditors
of the seller a stronger protection. The buyer who is not in possession of the goods is
                                                                                                                                                                 

186 Registered floating charges are found i.a. in Sweden, Finland, England, Scotland, Norway (chattel
mortgages on certain types of universitas rerum belonging to a business or farm); Belgium (in the form of a
pledge on the stocks and receivables of the commercial fund.; or “agricultural privilege”);
187 See W. ZWALVE, “Uit de geschiedenis van het handelsrecht III ; reputed ownership”, in Societas
Juridica Grotius, Beheering : Goederenrechtelijke beschouwingen, p. 171 ff.
188 The person who opposes seizure of the goods that are located in the house of the debtor or in his place of
business cannot give witness evidence [nor invoke presumptions] (and thus only proof his property by a
written document with a data certa) that he is owner of them unless the existence of his right is likely, having
considered his profession or trade, or the profession or trade carried on by the debtor.
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basically protected only when he has registered his purchase at the local court and 30 days
have elapsed after an announcement in local papers (Act from 1845 on Purchase of
movables; there are a number of exceptions, such as e.g. banks or other financial institutions
who sold negotiable instruments or stocks but continue to hold them for the buyer). Sweden
is thus one of the rare countries where the distinction between true sales and security
assignments is rarely relevant.


